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BY this 
love you 

have for one 
another, 
everyone will 
know that 
you are my 
disciples.

— Jesus, from the Gospel 
of St John, 13, 35.

Front Cover: The Golden Pheasant featured on our cover 
this month is native to the forests of Western China, 
and is also known as the Chinese Pheasant. It has made 
its home at St Mary’s Towers Douglas Park NSW and 
lives with its hen in a spacious aviary. Its exotic plumage 
calls to mind our Lord’s words [Matthew 6,29] about 
the lily of the field, ‘not even Solomon in all his Glory 
was arrayed like one of these.’ And speaking of the 
birds of the air, our Lord reminds us [Matthew 6,26] 
that our ‘Heavenly Father cherishes and takes care of 
them.’ 
We have much to learn from the birds -
‘And you, every bird of the sky, O bless the Lord.
And you, wild beasts and tame, O bless the Lord.
To Him be highest glory and praise for ever.’
- From the Book of Daniel, 3, 80-81. See the LXX 
version.
Back Cover: Annals Australasia turns 126 this year. Send 
relatives and friends a gift subscription for birthdays, 
Christmas or the New Year. See page 26 of this issue 
for a subscription form.



GUARD THE  
ANCIENT TRADITION

IF THE APOSTLES had not left us the 
Scriptures, would it not be necessary to 
follow the Tradition which they handed 
down to those to whom they committed the 

churches?  To this Tradition many nations of the 
barbarians gave assent, of those who believe in 
Christ, having salvation written in their hearts by 
the Spirit without paper and ink, and guarding 
diligently ancient Tradition: ‘Believing in one God, 
Maker of heaven and earth, and all that is in them: 
through Jesus Christ, the Son of God; who because 
of His astounding love towards His creatures was 
born of the Virgin, Himself uniting man to God, and 
suffered under Pontius Pilate, and rising again was 
received in brightness, and shall come again in glory 
as the Saviour of those who are saved and the judge 
of those who are judged, and sending into eternal 
fire the perverters of the truth and despisers of His 
Father and His coming’.

St Irenaeus of Lyons [130-190 A.D.] Born in Smyrna (now Izmir, in Turkey) 
he became Bishop of Lyons.  He interceded with Pope Victor 1 (Pope 189-199 
A.D.) on behalf of the Churches of Asia concerning the observance of Easter.
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A hymn as one approaches day’s end

O GENTLE JESUS,  
BE OUR LIGHT

SWEET Saviour, bless us e’er we go,
Thy word into our minds instil,
And make our lukewarm hearts to glow

With lowly love and fervent will.
Through life’s long day and death’s dark night,
O gentle Jesus, be our light.

THE DAY is done, its hours have run,
And thou hast taken count of all,
The scanty triumphs grace hath won,
The broken vow, the frequent fall.
Through life’s long day and death’s dark night,
0 gentle Jesus, be our light.

FOR ALL we love, the poor, the sad,
The sinful,— unto thee we call;
0 let thy mercy make us glad;
Thou art our Jesus and our All.
Through life’s long day and death’s dark night,
0 gentle Jesus, be our light.

Father Frederick Wiliam Faber 1814-1863, friend of Samuel Coleridge and John 
Henry Newman. He was received into the Catholic Church in 1845. He was one 
of the founders of the London Oratory. Yes, we know that this beautiful prayer 
has been featured in Annals before, but as many of our readers love to say it, we 
reprint it from time to time in case they mislay it. It is meant to be said at day’s 
end, a last prayer before sleep. 
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Let us pray for all those suffering for their Christian faith, as we pray in gratitude for the 
witness of the martyrs, for all those who suffer and have suffered for conscience’s sake 

HOMILY IN CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL

Feast of the re-interring on of the relics of  
St Thomas à Becket, Martyr, July 7, 1220

By George Cardinal Pell

 AM DEEPLY grateful for 
the honour of celebrating 
the Eucharist here in 
Canterbury Cathedral on 
this feast commemorating 
the translation of the 
re l ics  of  St .  Thomas 

Becket, himself an archbishop of 
Canterbury, perhaps the best 
known in the fourteen hundred 
year history of the See, who was 
martyred here in the cathedral in 
1170.

We are fortunate 
tonight to have a 
relic of St. Thomas, 
which was probably 
brought to the 
shrine in 1220 when 
it was inaugurated. 
The relic came back 
from a collateral 
descendant of 
Becket in Europe, 
where it was 
probably taken by 
one of the cardinals 
at the shrine 
opening.

Times have 
changed for the 
better. As a Catholic 
priest with an 
Anglican father I 
have always worked 
closely with my 
Anglican peers and am happy to 
report that last weekend in Rome 
the choir of New College Oxford 
University gave a joint recital with 
the Sistine Choir in the Sistine 

Chapel and then joined together for 
the feast of Saints Peter and Paul 
in St. Peter’s Basilica. They gave 
performances worthy of those two 
historic settings.

I first came across Becket as a 
young seminarian about 1960 in 
the Jesuit-run diocesan seminary at 
Werribee, outside Melbourne, when 
Robert Speight, the English actor, 
came to speak to us about T. S. 
Eliot’s masterpiece “Murder in the 
Cathedral”. 

He was the first to play, to 
create the role of Becket and I can 
remember him still as he declaimed 
Becket’s sermon on Christmas 
morning.

My interest was aroused and St. 
Thomas remains one of my heroes. 
One or two of the people I admired 
as a young man I have had to 
abandon as I came to know more 
about them, but not Becket. 

Two small anecdotes. 
I still have in my lounge room 

a paperweight from the Bell Harry 
Tower made to commemorate 
the 800th anniversary of his 
martyrdom, which I purchased here 
in 1971.

At quite a different 
level, it was a pleasant 
surprise when I was 
appointed as Archbishop 
of Sydney in 2001 to 
find that the Chief 
Justice of the New 
South Wales Supreme 
Court, Jim Spiegelman, 
not a Christian himself, 
was giving a series of 
lectures on Becket’s life 
(which were eventually 
published) sponsored 
by the St. Thomas More 
Society for Catholic 
lawyers.

What might the life 
of St. Thomas Becket 
be saying to us today? 
On the eight hundredth 
anniversary of the 
signing of Magna Carta 

this year, I was interested to see 
whether anyone would link this 
milestone in the limitation of royal 
power and the recognition of what 
we now call basic human rights, 

OngOing struggle tO defend religiOus freedOms

St Augustine, the first Archbishop of Canterbury, arrived on the coast 
of Kent as a missionary to England in 597 AD. He came from Rome, 

sent by Pope Gregory the Great [590-604].
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with his murder forty-five years 
earlier. I found no such reference.

I have no specialist knowledge 
of the history of the period, but 
Becket’s struggle to preserve 
what he regarded as the Church’s 
legitimate freedom sent an 
important message to the wider 
society as the local magnates strove 
to retain their freedoms against an 
incompetent and tyrannical King 
John.

I suspect that the popularity of 
the shrine of St. Thomas Becket 
here at Canterbury for over three 
hundred years, when it became 
one of Europe’s greatest pilgrimage 
centres, was due not only to the 
recognition by the pilgrims of his 
Christian witness, but because 
they recognised him as their 
champion too; some protection 
in an age of what we now judge 
by our standards as a period of 
extraordinary kingly power. It is no 
surprise that Henry VIII disbanded 
the shrine.

The world of Becket and Henry 
II was very different from ours. 
England was then on the fringes 
of the known world (perhaps like 
Australia today), much poorer 
than, for example, Sicily which 
was a rich and sophisticated 
multicultural society. The Muslims 
ruled the Middle East, all North 
Africa and Spain and were then 
a more advanced society than the 
Christian West. The Normans were 
a powerful force in many places, 
not just in England where they 
were intermarrying with the Anglo 
Saxons, but also in France, Italy, 
Sicily, and the Crusader Kingdom 
in Jerusalem. They were allies of a 
revitalised papacy and supporters of 
mandatory clerical celibacy.

Thomas was well educated after 
studying at Paris and Bologna. At 
the age of 37 he was appointed 
chancellor of England in 1155, and 
in 1162 he became Archbishop of 
Canterbury, a position he accepted 
reluctantly.

Henry II and Becket were both 
formidable men and the conflict 
between them over the church’s 
right to deal with “criminous 

clerks” broadened eventually into a 
fundamental clash between church 
and state, between the competing 
rights of God and Caesar.

Let me conclude by returning to 
the question of Becket’s relevance 

for the Christian churches today.
From soon after the time of the 

first Christian Roman emperor 
Constantine in the fourth century 
until the Reformation the mores 
and the systems of law were built 
on inherited Roman law and a 
Christian understanding especially 
of what the Stoics called the 
natural law. Although this medieval 
Christendom was split by the 
Reformation, both the Catholic and 
Protestant legal systems built on 
their previous traditions.

Today Western society is 
explicitly rejecting many of 
its Christian and inherited 
legal foundations in favour of 
an increasingly widespread 
endorsement of moral autonomy, 
flexible concepts of truth and 
imaginative development of the 
concept of rights. It is ironic that 
President Putin of Russia, an 
Eastern war-lord, would endorse 
more traditional concepts of 
Christian life, for example, on 
human life, marriage, family, 
children than President Obama.

Following 
Jesus

THE LOVE of Christ in him 
who feeds Christ’s sheep 

must increase to such an 
intensity that it overcomes the 
natural fear of death which 
makes us unwilling to die 
even while we desire to live 
with Christ. However great our 
repugnance for death, it must 
be conquered by the power of 
our love for him who, though 
he is our life, still willed to 
undergo death for our sakes.

— St Augustine of Hippo [354-430 AD, 
Treatise on St John, 123,5. From the 

Second Reading at Matins, in the Roman 
Breviary, for the Feast of St Nicholas of 

Bari, December 6.
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This homily was preached in Canterbury Cathedral. 
The Catholic parish of Canterbury is permitted 
to offer Mass twice each year in the Cathedral 
and Cardinal Pell was invited by the Parish, with 
the permission of the Dean, to offer Mass on the 
occasion of the Feast of the Moving of the Relics 
of St Thomas on July 7, 1220, from where they 
had been buried under the floor of the east crypt 
of the Cathedral, to a special shrine in the Trinity 
Chapel. It seems that this was the first time Mass 
has been offered by a Cardinal in Canterbury 
Cathedral since Cardinal Pole [1500-1558], the last 
Catholic Archbishop of Canterbury. Cardinal Pell 
is affectionately remembered by the Catholics of 
Melbourne and Sydney as their former Archbishop.

martyrs, for all those who suffer and 
have suffered for conscience’s sake.

And finally let us pray for 
ourselves, our families, our 
communities, all our Christian 
brothers and sisters so that the 
flame of faith continues to burn 
brightly here in the tradition of St. 
Thomas Becket of Canterbury.

His EminEncE George Cardinal Pell is Prefect of 
the Secretariat for the Economy of the Holy See. 

I have just come from Ireland 
where a good priest friend claimed 
that the approval of homosexual 
marriage in the recent referendum 
was as important a development, 
with very different consequences 
of course, as the Catholic 
Emancipation Act in 1829. I am not 
sure I agree, but consequences will 
follow. 

The even more recent decision 
on the nature of marriage by the 
Supreme Court in the U.S.A. is also 
a blow to all social conservatives. In 
Britain too you are well down this 
track.

In the U.S.A. these struggles 
have been dubbed the “culture 
wars”, where the prolife forces have 
made spectacular gains with public 
opinion in explaining the true 
nature of abortion. Not so on other 
issues.

Everywhere in the Anglosphere, 
and elsewhere, we shall confront 
attempts to muzzle the Christian 
churches’ rights to teach 
Christian doctrines, first of all 
in any institution which receives 
government money, but also in 
our parishes and schools and in 
the public square. Attempts will 
be made to force hospitals to offer 
abortion and then euthanasia.

In other words the Christian 
churches will need to stand together 
to preserve our role in public life, 
to defend our rights to freedom of 
speech and our rights to religious 
freedom of expression and action.

Although violence against 
Christians is running at 
unprecedented levels around the 
world, our struggles will be quieter, 
to influence public opinion, the 
parliaments and the courts through 
the proper democratic channels of 
discussion and debate, by lobbying, 
and by our votes.

In a different age, in different 
ways and with much less 
spectacular consequences in the 
next decades we shall have to 
struggle like Becket to defend our 
religious freedoms.

Let us pray for all those suffering 
for their Christian faith, as we pray 
in gratitude for the witness of the 
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Across Clues
1 Latin American dance line starts between 

South Africa and South Australia (5)
3 Listen in secretly to First Lady’s reported 

fall (9)
8 Princess’s complexion is beginning to fade (9)
10 Hold up the French tree (5)
11 Weight watcher around morning time is part 

of a circle (8)
12 Valuation of an able-bodied seaman (6)
14 His cod patties, when cooked, have a rather 

cultured taste (13)  
17 I sit Saint’s cat out with number crunchers 

(13)
20 Assail one rep with faulty gun (6)
22 Gene hops all over the place to get some 

poisonous gas (8)
 25 I get in to burn a seat (5)
26 Liam returns snake to Eliot by postie’s craft 

(9)
27 Outward appearance of Mabel, oddly, in 

spiritualist’s meeting (9)
28 Keen to agree for change (5)

Down Clues
1 Team plate with extra grub (4,4)

2 Residence where Lincoln eats half the food 
(5)

3 Concerned only with oneself, therefore loses 
right to money and half of riches (10)

4 Vicar Apostolic on railway is to change (4)
5 Cutting Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 

around California, on top of spasmodic 
twitch (9)

6 Religious leader found inside some Arab 
bistro (5)

7 An assurance of support for pal without a 
fringe (6)

9 Primarily some Catholic at Mass prays for a 
little devil (5)

13 Caledonian at church to yearn for a 
coniferous tree (6,4)

15 Nauru gal I upset by this type of speech (9)
16 Judge Oregon evaluator (8)
18 A religious education head nun and leading 

Anglican in sphere of conflict (5)
19 Relatives, one hundred, leave science 

experiment (6)
21 Quietly Sam includes Latin song (5)
23 Saint Teresa bleaches fur inside (5)  
24 Theban god with strange name has  

the final word at prayer (4) 
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SAINT LUKE

‘St Luke wrote for  
the Greeks’

— St Gregory of Nazianzus,  
329-389 AD 

‘In the centre, round the 
throne itself were four living 

creatures … the Second 
like an ox … .’ See St John’s 

Apocalypse, 4,6-7.

ST LUKE is represented with an 
ox because his is the Gospel 

of the priesthood of Jesus, and 
the ox or young calf was an 
emblem of sacrifice among the 
Hebrews. It is a universal symbol 
of suffering, submissiveness, 
self-sacrifice, patience and 
labour. The ox became a symbol 
of our Lord’s suffering and death 
on the Cross, and is winged to 
indicate that the message it 
bears comes from heaven.

What has been lost

WHEN THIS BOOK [A Short History of England] was 
written … all that world which regarded Mr. Bernard 

Shaw as the supreme modernist regarded me as a sort 
of moonstruck antiquary for being a mediaevalist. Yet I 
only praised the best of mediaevalism, and especially 
the morning of mediaevalism ; I definitely ad mitted that 
in its last twilight were many monsters: and I particularly 
instanced the perverted zeal of the priests who 
persecuted St. Joan. I have lived to see Bernard Shaw 
the Modernist complete the case for Chesterton the 
Mediaevalist. I have lived to see him, of all men, proving 
that there was something to be said even for the monsters 
of mediaevalism. Where I defended its glory he has 
defended even its decay ; and defended it triumphantly. 
For he has defended it on the fundamental ground ; the 
fact that has to be grasped by everybody before he is 
fit to discuss the question ; the fact that the mediaeval 
men’s vision of Christendom was something much larger 
than our empires and races and vested interests ; and 
that where our best can only die gloriously for the flag, 
they could commit even their crimes for the Cross. In 
becoming more and more solidly certain of such a thing 
as a truth, one loses the temptation to exaggerate it as 
a challenge. A fair statement of the transition from the 
Middle Ages would, I think, be something like this. With 
that change the world improved in many things, but not 
in the one thing needful ; the one thing that can make 
them all one. It did not become more universal ; it became 
much less universal ; for it only picked up and polished 
the fragments of a shattered universe. In other words, 
the improve ment was the sort of improvement which is 
seen when medicine becomes purely specialist or foot-
ball becomes purely professional. The mediaeval man was 
really ruder and more ineffective in many ways ; but his 
outlook on life was really larger and more human. Thus 
the revival of learning was not an extension of learning 
; the public schools ceased to be popular schools. More 
gentlemen learnt Greek, but fewer peasants learnt Latin. 
Thus the Reformation intensified religion into sects ; but it 
was no longer possible to reconcile men through religion. 
Thus in the drama, it is obvious that greater plays were 
pro duced, but fewer people produced them.  Shake speare 
emerged to make fun of Snout and Snug producing a 
play ; but there was something to be said for the old guild 
theatre in which all the Snouts and Snugs could produce 
plays. Literature grew more finished because language 
grew more finished ; but for good and evil it was narrowed 
into national languages ; there was no longer a really 
European Esperanto. In a hundred ways human beings 
had lost the conception of a complete humanity.
— G.K. Chesterton, ‘Introduction to a New Edition,’ of A Short History of England, London, 

Chatto & Windus, 1924, pp. viii-x.
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Dawson foretold that the cult of State would become the religion of the contemporary world 
and that a hierarchic, bureaucratic state would ‘stand above and apart from the citizen body.’

CHRISTOPHER DAWSON ON

OUR CULTURAL MESS
By George J. Marlin

IVEN THE latest 
battle Catholics have 
lost in America’s 
Culture War, I asked 
myself, how did we 
get into this mess? 
What caused the tide 

to turn against us? To get a handle 
on the problem, I reread a book I 
first cracked open forty years ago, 
Understanding Europe, written in 
1952 by the distinguished British 
Catholic historian Christopher 
Dawson (1889-1970). I’m glad I did 
because this work – which should 
really be titled Understanding the 
West – explains why our Christian 
inheritance was already being 
eliminated from the public square 
more than a half century ago – and 
earlier.

For Dawson, the formative 
power in the West had been 
Christianity. It “transformed Europe 
from a barbarian hinterland into 
a centre of world culture” and 
was responsible for the rise of 
city-states, the creation of new 
literature and philosophy, “as 
well as new social, cultural and 
religious institutions: the order of 
chivalry, the estates of parliament, 
the religious orders and the 
universities.”

After the theocratic unity 
of Medieval Christendom was 
destroyed, the unity of European 
culture remained, because, as 
Dawson wrote, “the influence of 
the new humanist culture which 
spread from Italy to the rest of 
Europe in the later fifteenth and 
the sixteenth centuries provided 

a bond of intellectual and artistic 
unity between the two halves of 
divided Christendom and between 
the sovereign states and nations of 
Europe.”

However, the 18th century 
Enlightenment that culminated in 
the French Revolution “swept away 
the venerable relics of medieval 
Christendom” and wrecked cultural 
unity. This secular movement, 
“which denied the eternal truths 
of Christianity and the moral value 
of humanism,” opened “the gates 
of the abyss and liberat[ed]. . .the 
dark irrational forces which had 
been chained by a thousand years 
of Christian culture.”

After the Second World 
War, Dawson detected a new 
generation of neo-pagans leading 
“a revolt against the moral process 
of Western culture and the 
dethronement of the individual 
conscience from its dominant 
position at the heart of the cultural 
process.”

Dawson foretold that the cult of 
state would become the religion of 
the contemporary world and that a 
hierarchic, bureaucratic state would 
“stand above and apart from the 
citizen body.” That all powerful, 
managerial state would also deny 
citizens fundamental rights and 
liberties that come from the hand 
of God.

Educational systems in the 
United States and Europe that 
transmitted “a system of common 
beliefs and moral standards,” 
Dawson warned, would be stamped 
out by the secular state. The 
common values – the unifying 
element – conveyed in classical 
education would be replaced with 
a more technical education that 
would teach the masses that the 
basic condition of a free society is 
the relativity of truth. Education 
would no longer be “the invitation 
of the young into the social 
and spiritual inheritance of the 
community.”

As for the United States, Dawson 
observed, “In the past, American 
society derived [its spiritual] 
force from the religious idealism 
of sectarian Protestantism, and its 
principles from the eighteenth 
century ideology of Natural Rights 

ChurCh and state

A Tame Duck

LORD HENRY Howard 
was described by James 

I of England as ‘a tame duck 
with whom he hoped to catch 
many wild ones’. The newly 
crowned Protestant king 
of England was referring 
to Howard’s Catholic 
background. He was the son 
of the poet Earl of Surry who 
had been executed by Henry 
VIII and was brother to the 
Duke of Norfolk executed 
by Elizabeth. A Catholic 
who changed his religion 
for convenience he was 
suspected of being secretly 
loyal to the Catholic faith.

– See Dépêches de M. de Beaumont 
May 24 1603. Quoted in Hugh Ross 

Williamson The Gunpowder Plot, Faber 
and Faber, p. 97.
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and rational Enlightenment. But 
today both these forces have lost 
their power. American religion 
has lost its supernatural faith and 
American philosophy has lost its 
rational certitude.” This situation 
coupled with the expansion of 
materialism “has been accompanied 
by a neglect and loss of the spiritual 
resources on which the inner 
strength of a civilization depends.”

He also noted, “if we consciously 
permit the guidance of the modern 
world to pass from the leaders of 
culture to the servants of power, 
then we will have a heavier 
responsibility than the politicians 
for the breakdown of Western 
civilization.”

Sadly, during the past half 
century, many “leaders of culture” 
– Catholics, Protestants and Jews – 
have walked away from the Culture 
Wars and allowed secular forces to 
develop, essentially uncriticized and 
unchecked.

The battle over same-sex 
marriage is a classic example of 
religious and cultural leaders 
ceding the high ground. In New 
York, for example, I heard very little 
from the Catholic bishops when the 
issue came before the New York 
State Legislature. They did not call 
on the laity to pressure their elected 
officials to vote no. There were no 
strong letters read from pulpits, 
no press conferences, no protest 
marches.

And after last week’s Supreme 
Court decision, one proponent, 
Governor Andrew Cuomo, a 
baptized Catholic, really stuck 
it to his Church. He sought and 
received in the last week of June, 
the authority from the legislature 
to perform civil marriages in order 
to marry a same-sex couple on Gay 
Pride Day, Sunday, June 28.

To recover Christian culture, 
Dawson called on Christians to 
rise up and break the secularist’s 
control of education. Education 
of our youth, he argued, is crucial, 
because it is the “process by which 
the new members of a community 
are initiated into its way of life and 
thought from the simplest elements 

of behavior or manners up to 
the highest tradition of spiritual 
wisdom.”

That’s a tall order, particularly 
since zealous young liberal 
bishops in the post-Vatican II era 
contributed to the destruction of 
Catholic culture by interpreting 
John XXIII’s aggiornamento as a 
call to dismantle the very social 
foundation of the Church in 
America.

The U.S. Catholic Church has 
now lost close to three generations 
of its faithful to the secular 
utilitarians – a simple fact that 
makes Dawson’s call to arms even 
more difficult.

Nevertheless, no matter how bad 
it gets, Dawson insisted that the 
mission of Catholics is to nourish 
and preserve the tradition of sacred 
culture. “However secularized our 
modern civilization may become,” 
Dawson concluded, “this sacred 
tradition remains like a river in 
the desert, and a genuine religious 
education can still use it to irrigate 
the thirsty lands and to change the 
face of the world with the promise 
of new life.”

He’s right. And we shouldn’t let 
the latest defeat – serious as it is 
– discourage us from fighting the 
good fight in our homes, schools, 
churches. And in the public square.

GEorGE J. marlin is Chairman of the Board of Aid 
to the Church in Need USA, an editor of The Quotable 
Fulton Sheen and the author of The American Catholic 
Voter, and Narcissist Nation: Reflections of a Blue-State 
Conservative. His most recent book is Christian 
Persecutions in the Middle East: A 21st Century 
Tragedy. This article appeared first in The Catholic 
Thing, July 11, 2015. Reprinted with permission.  

A mediaeval School

ASCHOOL HOUSE [should be] built in fresh pure air, far from the 
concourse of women, the cries of the market-place, the neighing 

of horses, and the barking of dogs, from shipping, from harmful 
gossip, from the squeaking of carts and from smells. A good number of 
windows, with neither too much nor too little light, but as nature herself 
requires. A school room (habitaculum) on an upper floor, with a roof not 
too high nor lying too near the floor, for each of these de fects hampers 
the working of the memory. It should be cleaned of all dust and dirt, 
with no pictures save perhaps those which fix in the memory forms and 
figures relating to the studies on which the mind is engaged : the walls 
painted green and only one door and easy stairs. A master’s seat set 
high so that he can see all who enter; two or three windows so placed 
that; especially in fine weather, the master can see trees and gardens 
and orchards, for the memory is strengthened by the sight of pleasant 
things. The scholars’ seats so arranged that everyone can see the 
master easily ... Everyone to sit in order and not to change his place. …  
I never had a house built like this, nor do I think that such has ever been 
built anywhere. But this idea of mine may perhaps be of some use to 
those who come after me. 

– Buoncompagno da Signa [c.1165-c.1240]. Classes in city schools were large, from 60 to 100 
students. A Florentine chronicler writing just after ad 1300 says that there were from eight to ten 
thousand students in Florence’s schools.  Buoncompagno, a master of Rhetoric, taught in the 

University of Bologna, and in Florence and Venice. He died, apparently in poverty, at the hospital of 
San Giovanni Evangelista [St John the Evangelist], in Florence. Quoted in The Christian Life in the 

Middle Ages and other Essays, by Sir Maurice Powicke, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1935, p. 90.

Identifying the 
Refugees

“[T]he continent is experiencing 
a mass movement of people not 
seen since the aftermath of the 
Second World War. Unlike the 
end of the war, however, none 
of the masses currently on the 
move is European ... Countries 
lose control over their destinies 
and even cease to exist when 
they lose control over who gets 
in.” — Arthur Chrenkoff, New York 
Observer.  Statistics show that of 
the 625,920 people who applied 
for asylum in the European Union 
in 2014, only 29.5% were from 
Syria, Afghanistan and Iraq.
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WE READ in the Gospel of a little boy who had a few loaves and fishes. 
But the apostles wondered what use they were when there were five 

thousand people to be fed. I’m reminded of the story of the little sparrow lying on 
his back with his feet in the air. And a rooster comes by and asks him what he’s doing. 

The sparrow says that he heard that the sky was falling in and that he was trying to hold 
it up. The rooster mocked him ‘Do you think a little twerp like you can hold up the sky?’ 

And the sparrow said ‘One does what one can.’
Part of this Gospel story is telling us that no matter how few loaves and fishes (our gifts, 

our talents) we may have, we do what we can. The little boy handed his over to Jesus, and 
Jesus did the rest.

We will always feel very inadequate in the face of the immensity of world hunger, refugee 
numbers, human suffering, drug trafficking and many other modern tragedies. Jesus says ‘I 
need your generosity, your hands, your words of courage and encouragement. Give me your 
little and leave the rest to me.’ Parents can wonder what they can do when their children spend 
80% of their time in the face of peer pressure, and exposed to the crudity of language, the 

violence of the media and the lures of modern day temptations. They say ‘we have only five 
loaves and two fishes’. But that little meal means their children will receive a good diet of love and 

compassion and genuine goodness that no one else will give them.
We don’t have to free or conquer the world. But we do have to give our loaves and fishes. When 

Mother Teresa went to India she was overwhelmed by the poverty and suffering in Calcutta. She 
had no money, no patrons – only a heart full of loaves and fishes. In love and compassion she 
picked up a dying man, took him home and surrounded him with dignity as he died. When she 
died her tiny offering had turned into 300 mobile dispensaries, 80 schools, 70 leprosy clinics, 
30 homes for the dying, and 40,000 volunteers and helpers. 

Jesus didn’t work this miracle to prove He was God. He did it to show us the love and care 
and feeling of the Heart of God for His people. He won’t turn our efforts into spectaculars like 
His or Mother Teresa’s. But we can be part of the millions of daily little shows of His caring 
presence in our world.

 A man told his story : ‘I could tell from the bus driver’s welcome when the blind lady got on 
the bus that she was a frequent passenger. She sat behind him and they chattered away.. When 
they reached her stop he got out and escorted her across the busy street. When he got back in 
I noticed that she hadn’t moved. He told me she wouldn’t budge till she knew he had got back 

safely. He honked the horn three times, the woman waved, and he drove off.’ A blind woman 
and a humble bus driver – nobodies on the world stage – hardly a loaf or a fish between 

them. But they fed each other from their small cupboard of compassion and love. And 
over the years hundreds of people on that bus would have been fed by seeing their 
gift to each other. As the little sparrow said : ’One does what one can.’

FatHEr BEdE nortH is administrator of the parish of Helensburgh a mining community set in picturesque 
bush within the Royal National Park south of Sydney. It is the northernmost parish of the diocese of 

Wollongong NSW.

LOAVES AND FISHES
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‘[Khālid ibn al-Walīd] will not spare any one of those over whom he can prevail. 
He will torture them with fire, kill them by any means, and capture the women and 

children. The only thing he will accept from anyone is Islam [submission].’
– Excerpt from a letter of the first Caliph, Abū Bakr, to ‘apostate’ Arabs in Arabia.

THE APOSTASY WARS
Bloodbaths over ‘a camel’s hobble’

By Paul Stenhouse

This is the fifth in a series of seven articles

H E  ‘ A P O S TA S Y 
wars,’ or the ‘Ridda 
Wars’ were to occupy 
the greater part of the 
two years’ Caliphate 
of Abū Bakr. Almost 
all of the Arabian 

tribes that originally accepted Islam,1 
apart from the Quraish in Mecca 
and the Thaqīf in Ta’īf, had used 
Muḥammad’s death as an excuse to 
refuse to pay tribute 
[sadaqah] and the 
wealth tax [zakat], 
and were declared 
to  be  ‘apos ta te ’ 
[ m u r t a d d ] .  T h e 
penalty for apostasy 
was death.  They 
h a d  l o o k e d  o n 
Muhammad more 
as a political figure 
–  the  p r ince  o f 
Medina – than as a 
religious leader – a 
prophet –  and when 
Muhammad d ied 
they were unwilling 
to accept Abu Bakr 
as their new prince.

They had good 
reason for looking 
upon Muḥammad as more a prince 
than a prophet.  ‘Umar the second 
Caliph reported that Muḥammad 
would have someone killed for the 
following reasons:  if somebody 
killed somebody unjustly; if a married 

person committed adultery, and if 
someone fought against Allah and His 
prophet, deserted Islam  and became 
an apostate.2 

Anas bin Malik reported that 
after eight members of the tribe of 
‘Ukl gave Muḥammad their Islam 
[submission], they then complained 
about living in Medina, preferring 
to return to their nomadic life-
style. Muḥammad let them go, 

suggesting that they accompany one 
of the shepherds who looked after the 
Medinese camels. 

When the tribesmen stole the 
camels and killed the shepherd, 
Muḥammad had the eight of them 

pursued and captured and brought 
back to Medina. He then ordered their 
hands and feet to be cut off, and their 
eyes branded with a hot iron. ‘Then he 
abandoned them in the sun until they 
died’.3

Many of the so-called ‘apostate’ 
tribes were willing to say the ritual 
prayers – that is, they were willing 
to remain Muslims – if that would 
protect them and their families from 

the Muslim armies; 
but they would not 
pay the tribute. At 
least that was the 
opening gambit 
when delegates of 
the former Muslim 
tribes, Banū Asad, 
Ghatafān, Hawāzin 
and Tayyi’  gathered 
in Medina to put 
their proposal 
to Muḥammad’s 
successor, the 
Caliph Abū Bakr.

‘God strength-
ened Abū Bakr’s 
resolution in the 
truth,’ according to 
Al-Tabarī’s History 
of Prophets and 

Kings, ‘and he said “If they refuse 
me even a camel’s hobble I will wage 
a jihad against them for it”.’4 And as 
events were to prove, he meant it.

His letter to Khālid ibn al-Walīd 
ordered him, if God gave him victory, 

understanding islam V

The amphitheatre of Palmyra where ISIS murdered 25 Syrian soldiers in July 
and video-taped their killing.  On August 18, Khaled al-Asaad, the 83 year old 
archaeologist-guardian of Palmyra was beheaded by ISIS, and on August 23,  
the Islamic fanatics destroyed the ancient temple of Baal Shamin in Palmyra.
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to execute every man of the Banu 
Hanifah – supporters of the rival 
prophet Musaylima in Yamama, 
Central Arabia  – who did not have a 
beard [‘over whose face a razor had 
passed’].5  The shaving of the beard 
was taken as indicating that they had 
renounced Islam. This order to Khālid 
ibn al-Walīd  set a merciless rule of 
thumb for fighting the ‘apostates’ who 
refused to pay the tax, even if they 
were willing to profess Islam to avoid 
being killed.  

‘Islam’ in a religious sense 
meant then and still means personal 
submission to Allah; in a political 
sense it meant submission to the 
Islamic State (Caliphate) that enacted 
laws, waged war and collected taxes in 
the name of Allah.

That Abū Bakr’s instructions were 
followed to the letter by all his army 
commanders can be judged from this 
overview by Reinhart Dozy of military 
activity against the ‘apostates’ in other 
parts of Arabia:

‘Whilst the fierce Khalid was 
thus quenching the insurrection in 
Central Arabia with rivers of blood, 
the other generals were doing like 
deeds in the southern provinces. In 
Bahrein the camp of the Bakrites 
was surprised during an orgy, and 
they were put to the sword. A few, 
however, who found time for 
escape, reached the sea-coast and 
sought safety in the island of Darin. 
But the Moslems were soon upon 
their track, and slew them all. The 
like carnage took place in Oman, in 
Mahra, in Yemen, and in Hadramaut. 
Here, the remnant of the forces 
of al-Aswad, after having in vain 
implored the Moslem general for 
quarter, were exterminated; there, 
the commander of a fortress could 
only obtain as the price of surrender 
the promise of an amnesty for ten 
persons – all the rest of the garrison 
being decapitated; in yet another 
district an entire caravan route was 
for a long time rendered pestiferous 
by exhalations from the innumerable 
decaying bodies of the rebels.’6

Inexplicably, this compelling the 
rebellious Muslim Arab tribes by 
force of arms to remain Muslim, and 
to pay the tribute and tax, or in the 
case of Christian, Jewish or pagan 
tribes, to submit to Allah’s will as 

allegedly revealed to Muhammad, or 
pay the jizya or kharaj as it was then 
known, or be killed, is often glossed 
over and described euphemistically 
by well-intentioned westerners.   
For instance, 

‘His [Abu Bakr’s] first task was 
to bring back to the Islamic fold 
[our italics] a number of Bedouin 
tribes for whom Muhammad’s death 
triggered a return to their ancestral 
ways’.7

Before Muḥammad died, another 
insurrection against the Muslims broke 

out in Yemen, in Persian controlled 
south Arabia, led by al-Aswad 
al-‘Ansi, mentioned above. He was 
nicknamed the ‘veiled prophet’ 
because he wore a veil to hide an 
allegedly deformed face.8 His real 
name seems to have been ‘Ayhalah.9

In the course of attacks on 
supporters of al-Aswad in north 
western Arabia, Khālid ibn al-Walīd 
reached Buṭāḥ.  He deployed units 
of his army all around, and ordered 
them to issue the invitation to Islam 
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In what was to prove the deciding 
battle, he was asked, pathetically, by 
the trusting tribesmen loyal to him: 
‘What do you want us to do?’ and 
he said: ‘Whoever of you can do as I 
have, and save his family, let him do 
so’ and fled with his family to Syria 
leaving his followers to be massacred.  
He waited till Abū Bakr was dead, 
and then submitted to ‘Umar who said 
to him: ‘You imposter – what is left of 
your soothsaying?’ He replied, ‘there 
is a puff or two in the bellows’.12 

In Yamama, east of the Nejd 
plateau in central Arabia, a self-styled 
prophet and magician named Muslim 
bin Habib – nicknamed Musaylima by 
the Muslims – had 40,000 men under 
his command and was wooing the 
tribes. 

At the end of 632 ad not long 
before Muhammad’s death, 
Musaylima wrote a letter to 
Muhammad as if he were writing to 
an equal. When Muhammad asked the 
messengers if they agreed with what 
Musaylima wrote, they said ‘yes’. 
Muhammad exclaimed ‘By God, were 
it not that messengers are not to be 
killed, I would have beheaded you’.13

Musaylima’s tribe, the Banū 
Hanīfa, had gathered under his 
standard. He was married to Sajāh, 
herself a soothsayer and prophetess 
of the Banū Tamim, and had defeated 
two Muslim armies before Khālid  ibn 
al-Walīd – ‘the unsheathed sword of 
Allah’ [as-saifallah as-salil] – arrived 
with a third. 

Many battles were fought, and 
thousands died on both sides. So 
many of the Muslims who were 
Qur’an reciters were killed that the 
preservation of the Qur’an – which 
had not yet been produced in book 
form – was in jeopardy.  

In the final battle, thousands 
more died, and when the army of 
Musaylima fled into a nearby garden, 
with a thick wall and massive gates, 
it became for them all a ‘Garden of 
Death’. Of the seven thousand who 
entered it with Musaylima, none 
survived the horrific massacre when 
some of the Muslims climbed the 
wall, found the key and threw it over 
to Khālid ’s army.

him to fight those who reject [the 
invitation] … he will not spare any 
one of those over whom he can 
prevail. He will torture them with 
fire, kill them by any means, and 
capture the women and children. 
The only thing he will accept from 
anyone is Islam [submission].’11

In Nejd in central Arabia, 
Tuleyḥah claimed to be a prophet 
like Muḥammad, and as the death of 
Muḥammad became known, tribes 
flocked to Tuleyḥa’s standard.  His real 
name was Talḥah; Tuleyḥah was the 
name he was given by the Muslims. It 
seems to be a play on the Arabic word 
for ‘evil’ and ‘depraved’.

Many thousands died under his 
‘leadership’. 

[i.e. the invitation to submit] and to 
take the invitation to whoever had not 
responded. ‘And if he resisted, to kill 
him.’10 

Abū Bakr had written a letter to 
all the ‘apostate’ tribes against whom 
an army was to be sent. Among other 
things it said,

‘God guided with the truth 
whoever responded to him, and the 
Apostle of God [Muḥammad], with 
His permission, struck whoever 
turned his back to him until he came 
to Islam [submission] willingly or 
unwillingly … I have sent to you 
Khālid  ibn al-Walīd at the head of 
an army of muhajirūn and Ansar … 
I ordered him not to fight or to kill 
anyone until he has invited him to 
the cause  of God … I have ordered 

Unprecedented rejection  
of Religion

Christianity has never yet had experience of a world simply 
irreligious. Perhaps China may be an exception. We do not know 

enough about it to speak, but consider what the Roman and Greek 
world was when Christianity appeared. It was full of superstition, 
not of infidelity. There was much unbelief in all as regards their 
mythology, and in every educated man, as to eternal punishment. But 
there was no casting off the idea of religion, and of unseen powers 
who governed the world. When they spoke of Fate, even here they 
considered that there was a great moral governance of the world 
carried on by fated laws. Their first principles were the same as 
ours. Even among the sceptics of Athens, St. Paul could appeal to 
the Unknown God. Even to the ignorant populace of Lystra he could 
speak of the living God who did them good from heaven. And so 
when the northern barbarians came down at a later age, they, amid 
all their superstitions, were believers in an unseen Providence and 
in the moral law. But we are now coming to a time when the world 
does not acknowledge our first principles. Of course I do not deny 
that, as in the revolted kingdom of Israel, there will be a remnant. The 
history of Elias is here a great consolation for us, for he was told from 
heaven that even in that time of idolatrous apostasy, there were seven 
thousand men who had not bowed their knees to Baal. Much more 
it may be expected now, when our Lord has come and the Gospel 
been preached to the whole world, that there will be a remnant who 
belong to the soul of the Church, though their eyes are not opened 
to acknowledge her who is their true Mother. But I speak first of the 
educated world, scientific, literary, political, professional, artistic—
and next of the mass of town population, the two great classes on 
which the fortunes of England are turning: the thinking, speaking and 
acting England. My Brethren, you are coming into a world, if present 
appearances do not deceive, such as priests never came into before, 
that is, so far forth as you do go into it, so far as you go beyond your 
flocks, and so far as those flocks may be in great danger as under the 
influence of the prevailing epidemic.
— Blessed John Henry Cardinal Newman,  Sermon 9, The Infidelity of the Future, delivered on 

the occasion of the opening of St. Bernard’s Seminary, 2nd October 1873
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<> <> <>
I shall leave to Reinhart Dozy, the 

justly esteemed historian of Spanish 
Islam, the last word in this overlong 
glimpse at the background to horrors 
that are still unfolding in Iraq, Syria, 
and throughout the Islamic world as I 
write:

‘If the Arabs were not altogether 
convinced by these torrents of 
blood that the religion preached 
by Mohammed was true, they at 
any rate recognised in Islamism an 
irresistible … power. Decimated 
by the sword, overwhelmed 
with terror and amazement, they 
resigned themselves to becoming 
Moslems – at least ostensibly: and 
the Khalif, that they might have no 
time to recover from their dismay, 
forthwith hurled them against the 
Roman Empire and Persia – two 
nations ripe for conquest, because 
for many years rent by internal 
discord, enervated by slavery, 
and cankered by all the vices of 
decadence. Boundless wealth and 
vast domains compensated the Arabs 
for their submission to the Law of 
the Prophet of Mecca. Apostasy 
was unknown, it was unthinkable, 
it meant death – upon this point the 
law of Mohammed is inexorable – 
but sincere piety and zeal for the 
faith were almost equally rare. By 
the most horrible and atrocious 
means the outward conversion of 
the Bedawin had been effected. 
… it was indeed all that could 
fairly be looked for on the part of 
those unfortunate people who had 
witnessed the death of their fathers, 
brothers, and children beneath the 
sword of Khâlid or the other pious 
executioners who were his rivals.’14

Next month: Islam, Conquest and Expansion
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It may well be that more canonized and beatified Catholic martyrs have been incarcerated 
in and met their deaths from the Tower than any other single place in Europe.

THE TOWER OF LONDON
By Graham Hutton

HE TOWER is one 
of the most important 
historical monuments 
in London – as a 
royal palace and as 
a prison. However, 
English history has 

not been written from a Catholic 
perspective, and the famous Yeomen 
of the Guard rarely note the true 
significance of the Tower as a place 
of Catholic martyrdom. 

Its most famous Catholic martyrs, 
St Thomas More 
and St John 
Fisher, will always 
get a mention, 
but the story of 
religious conflict 
in England is 
usually told in 
a way in which 
even they are 
overshadowed by 
the infamous Guy 
Fawkes and his 
fellow Catholic 
gunpowder plot 
conspirators. 

Indeed a visitor 
to the private 
apartments in the 
Tower may well 
be shown the 
very anti-Catholic 
plaque erected in the room where 
Guy Fawkes signed his confession 
and, sadly, for many visitors, this 
is how the Catholic history of the 
Tower is best remembered. 

What is less well known is 
that the Tower was the place of 
imprisonment, torture and execution 
of a very large number of martyrs 
for the faith in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries. Indeed it 
may well be that more canonized 
and beatified martyrs have been 
incarcerated in and met their deaths 
from the Tower than any other single 
place in the Europe.

The execution of Catholics in 
England for their faith falls into two 
distinct periods. 

The first group of martyrs 
were those who met their deaths 
under Henry VIII’s 1534 Treasons 
Act which made it an act of 

High Treason to deny the Royal 
Supremacy over the Church of 
England.  With the restoration of 
Catholicism under Mary I after 1553 
these executions ceased. 

Elizabeth I passed her own Act of 
Supremacy in 1559 and again broke 
with Rome. Whereas in 1534 all of 
the English bishops other than St 
John Fisher had acquiesced to the 

King’s assumption of supremacy 
over the Church, in 1559 all of the 
bishops but one refused to abandon 
the supremacy of the Pope. As a 
result all were deprived of their sees 
and most were imprisoned for life. 

Catholics suffered persecution 
during this early period by being 
forced on pain of heavy fines to 
attend the services of the Church 
of England but the martyrdom of 
Catholics began again only after 
1570. By this stage the number 

of Catholic priests 
ordained under 
Mary was becoming 
small and priests 
ordained abroad 
began to be sent into 
England from the new 
seminaries at Douai, 
Rome and Spain to 
keep the faith alive. 

This development 
was regarded 
with alarm by 
the government 
particularly as in 1570 
Pope St Pius V had 
excommunicated the 
Queen and absolved 
English Catholics from 
their oath of loyalty to 
her. 

The government 
became even more paranoid after 
1580 when the first Jesuit priests 
arrived here. In 1581 an act of 
Parliament made it High Treason 
for anyone to be reconciled to 
the Church of Rome and in 1585 
even more severe laws were passed 
making it treason for a Catholic 
priest to set foot in England and a 
felony for anyone to shelter him. 

CathOliC histOry
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The penalty for treason was the 
barbarous and peculiarly English 
practice of hanging, drawing and 
quartering whereby the hanged 
man would be cut down whilst 
still conscious and disembowelled 
alive. Most of the English martyrs 
died in this cruel way, only the few 
who were of noble rank having 
the sentence commuted to one of 
beheading. 

Of the forty martyrs of England 
and Wales canonised by Paul VI and 
the eighty five canonised by Blessed 
John Paul II a large number met 
their deaths after imprisonment in 
the Tower.

The first martyrs of the English 
reformation were Saint John 
Houghton, Saint Robert Lawrence 
and Saint Augustine Webster, 
the priors respectively of the 
Charterhouses of London, Beauvale 
and Axeholme, Saint Richard 
Reynolds, a Briggitine monk of Syon 
Abbey and Blessed John Haile, a 
secular parish priest. Having refused 
to swear the oath of Supremacy 
they were imprisoned in the Tower 
whence on the 4th May 1535, the 
four religious still wearing their 
habits, they were dragged through 
the streets on hurdles to Tyburn 
where they were hanged, drawn and 
quartered. 

St Thomas More, from his cell 
in the Tower, was able to see them 
going out to their deaths. His 
daughter, Meg, had been deliberately 
allowed to visit him in his cell at that 
moment in an effort to put pressure 
on him through his family. This ploy 
did not work for he said to her “Lo 
doest thou not see, Meg, that these 
blessed fathers be now as cheerfully 
going to their deaths as bridegrooms 
to the marriage”. 

On the scaffold Saint John 
Houghton said “Our holy mother 
the Church has decreed otherwise 
than the king and parliament have 
decreed. I am therefore bound 
in conscience and am ready and 
willing to suffer every kind of torture 
rather than to deny a doctrine of the 
Church”. 

As a warning to the other 
Carthusians one of Saint John 

Houghton’s arms was nailed to the 
door of the London Charterhouse 
but in spite of this fifteen other 
members of the house went on 
to refuse the oath and all died for 
their faith, five executed and ten 
starved to death in prison. 

The next martyr to end his days 
in the Tower was St John Fisher. 
Eamon Duffy has pointed out the 
remarkable fact that in the entire 
millennium-long history of the 
cardinalate St John Fisher is the 
only member of the Sacred College 
to have suffered martyrdom.  

Bishop since 1504 of the 
relatively minor see of Rochester, 
he was famous for his piety, his 
asceticism and his scholarship 
and in happier days Henry VIII 
had been proud to brag that his 
kingdom possessed in him the 
best read and holiest bishop in 
Christendom. 

Hating Martin Luther as he did, 
Henry had been particularly proud 
of Fisher’s Assertionis Lutheranae 
Confutatio, which was widely 
considered the most learned and 
comprehensive refutation of Luther’s 
errors produced by a Catholic 
theologian of the time and which 
won Fisher fame throughout Europe. 

After 1527, however, relations 
between the two men became 
more and more strained as Fisher, 
alone of all the English bishops, 
resolutely took up the cause of 
Queen Catherine in resistance to 
Henry’s desire for an annulment of 
his marriage. Fisher was originally 
imprisoned in the Tower on April 
17th 1534, at the king’s pleasure, 
for refusing the oath under the Act 
of Succession which would have 
required him to accept the invalidity 
of Henry’s marriage to Queen 
Catherine. 

 The 65 year old Fisher, now in 
poor health, was kept in terrible 
conditions in the hope that his 
resistance could be broken and the 
regime be given a huge propaganda 
victory. In a letter to Cromwell he 
begged for relief from “this cold and 
painful imprisonment” describing 
how he had only thin and ragged 
clothing and could not keep his 
body warm. 

In May of 1535 Pope Paul 
III bestowed the cardinal’s hat 
on Fisher. This has often been 
portrayed as an act of defiance 
against Henry but the evidence 
suggests that Paul actually hoped 
that the honour given to Fisher 
would save him and that Henry 
would not dare to strike against a 
prince of the Church. 

If this was indeed the pope’s 
motive he badly miscalculated. 
Henry’s reaction was one of fury and 
he declared that by the time the red 
hat arrived from Rome Fisher would 
have no head on which to wear 
it. He was brought to trial on 17th 
June accused of treason for having 
maliciously denied the king’s title 
of Supreme Head of the Church in 
England and beheaded on the 22nd 
June. His body was buried in the 
church of St Peter ad Vincula within 

The U.S. and 
the Muslim 
Brothers

PRESIDENT Barack Obama 
and top US soldier Gen. 

Martin Dempsey intervened in 
the Egyptian crisis early on its 
third day, Tuesday, July 2, 2013 
in a bid to save the besieged 
President Mohamed Morsi 
and his Muslim Brotherhood 
regime. Obama offered the 
Egyptian president his support 
for steps that would respond 
to opposition demands, while 
Gen. Dempsey asked Chief 
of staff Gen. Sedki Sobhi 
to moderate the army’s 
stand against the Muslim 
Brotherhood. He hinted that 
the US annual $1.3 billion aid 
package was in jeopardy. The 
generals turned the Americans 
down. … The crash of Morsi’s 
presidency would seriously 
undermine the objectives of 
the Arab Revolt pursued by the 
Obama administration as the 
key-stone of his Middle East 
policy.
— DEBKAfile Special Report, July 5, 2013
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his legendary wit on the scaffold 
when he said to the officer assisting 
him “I pray you, master lieutenant, 
see me safe up and for my coming 
down let me shift for myself ”. In 
his speech from the scaffold he 
proclaimed that he died “the king’s 
good servant, but God’s first”. His 
body, like that of St John Fisher, was 
also buried in the church of St Peter 
ad Vincula.

Apart from the Carthusians 
the order which most vehemently 
stood against Henry was that of 
the Observant Franciscans. There 
were seven houses in England at 
the reformation and all of them 
stood firm first against Henry’s 
repudiation of Queen Catherine 
and then against his assumption of 
the Royal Supremacy. 

By August 1535 five of the houses 
had been suppressed and many 
of the friars arrested and either 
imprisoned or kept in chains in 
their own convents. Already in June 
it had been reported that the most 
illustrious of the houses, that at 
Greenwich founded by Henry’s own 
father and where Henry himself had 
been baptized, had been suppressed 
and two cartloads of the friars had 
been taken to the Tower. 

Of those who were imprisoned 
thirty one are known to have died 
in prison (many in the Tower) 
from harsh treatment, torture or 
starvation. Few are known by name 
though we do know that Anthony 
Brookby was one of them. Having 
preached a sermon against the king 
he suffered such severe torture than 
for 25 days he could not move, after 
which he was strangled with his 
own girdle.

The last martyr of this period 
who was imprisoned in the Tower 
was Blessed Margaret Pole, Countess 
of Salisbury. Like so many who 
suffered under Henry VIII she 
had been a long-standing close 
confidante of the royal family having 
been a lady-in-waiting to Queen 
Catherine and the governess of 
Princess Mary. 

She was also very eminent in 
her own right. As the daughter of 
Edward IV’s brother, George of 

of the same offence as St John 
Fisher. Until the moment of his 
condemnation he had refused to 
give his reasons for refusing the 
oath, hoping thereby to avoid the 
supreme penalty. 

Once condemned to death he 
delivered a forceful repudiation 
of secular control over the Church 
expressing his faith in the divine 
institution of the Petrine ministry. 
He was executed on Tower Hill on 
6th July giving a final expression of 

the confines of the Tower.
St Thomas More had been 

imprisoned in the Tower on the 
same day as Fisher, condemned like 
him for refusing the oath required 
under the Act of Succession. While 
in the Tower he wrote several works, 
including a series on the Eucharist 
as well as the spiritual masterpieces 
The Sadness of Christ and A Dialogue 
of Comfort.  After fourteen months 
in prison St Thomas was brought to 
trial on 1st July 1535 now accused 
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claims of the Catholic Church. This 
led him to renounce the brilliant 
career which lay ahead of him and 
to leave England for the continent 
where he was reconciled with the 
Church of Rome. 

At first he studied at Douai but 
in 1573 left for Rome to join the 
Society of Jesus. It was quickly 
decided that he should join the 
Austrian Province of the Society 
and in 1573 he travelled first to 
Vienna and then on to Brunn 
and finally to Prague where he 
remained for six years. Here he 
was Professor of Rhetoric and 
Philosophy and Latin preacher. 

In 1580 it was decided that the 
Society of Jesus which, until then 
had provided no priest for the 
mission to England, would send 
two and Campion was chosen to 

St Philip Howard who left an 
inscription on the wall of his cell in 
the Beauchamp Tower which reads 
“The more suffering with Christ 
in this world, the more glory with 
Christ in the next”.

However, of all these glorious 
martyrs, one of the best known is 
St Edmund Campion. 

In 1564 Queen Elizabeth 
had visited Oxford University 
where Campion was a fellow. His 
learning was such that he was 
chosen to give a Latin oration in 
honour of the Queen. His oration 
won great praise and earned him 
powerful patronage at court. He 
was ordained as a deacon in the 
Church of England and would 
undoubtedly have risen to high 
office in that church had he not 
gradually became convinced of the 

Clarence, she was the last surviving 
Plantagenet as well as the fifth 
wealthiest peer in the realm in 1538. 
Her fall from favour was largely 
the result of the flight abroad of 
her third son, Reginald Pole. From 
Rome he wrote books against the 
Royal Supremacy and in 1537 he 
was made a cardinal by Pope Paul 
III.  In November 1538 the countess 
was arrested accused of conspiring 
with her son against the king and 
condemned to death in May 1539. 
She was held in the Tower for two 
and a half years. Convinced that her 
innocence would save her from the 
block she wrote on the walls of her 
cell these lines:

For traitors on the block should die; 
I am no traitor, no, not I!  
My faithfulness stands fast and so, 
Towards the block I shall not go!  
Nor make one step, as you shall see;  
Christ in Thy Mercy, save Thou me! 

However, on the 27th May, 1541 
she was brutally beheaded, the 
inexperienced executioner taking 
eleven blows of the axe to kill her. 
Pope Leon XIII beatified her in 
1886. Her son, Cardinal Pole, went 
on to become the last Archbishop of 
Canterbury when Catholicism was 
briefly restored under Mary I and, if 
St John Fisher was the only Cardinal 
in the history of the Church to 
suffer martyrdom, it is an interesting 
thought that Blessed Margaret may 
have been the only mother of a 
Cardinal to suffer the same honour 
for Christ.

In the reign of Elizabeth I the 
Tower was again adorned with 
the presence of many confessors 
for Christ, most of whom paid 
the supreme penalty. The first of 
these was Blessed John Felton, 
imprisoned and tortured on the rack 
three times before being hanged, 
drawn and quartered at Tyburn for 
having affixed a copy of Pope St 
Pius V’s Bull of excommunication 
of Elizabeth, Regnans in Excelsis, to 
the gates of the Bishop of London’s 
palace near St Paul’s Cathedral.  

Others included St Ralph 
Sherwin, Protomartyr of the English 
College, also racked in the Tower 
and then executed at Tyburn and 

Catholicism in the Middle Ages

IN THE Middle Ages the hold of the Church was due to the fact that it 
could satisfy the best cravings of the whole man, his love of beauty, 

his desire for goodness, his endeavour after truth. In these days the 
demand for certainty is distracted by conflicting claims. In the Middle 
Ages it was not so: the divine mystery was felt to inspire a divine order 
in which all knowledge and all emotions could be reconciled. Of course; 
if we insist with cold objectivity on drawing out the implications of the 
religious experience or of the philosophical systems of sincere men 
they will rarely fit the mould. … In the Middle Ages nearly all men of 
this type gave themselves whole-heartedly. The teaching of the Church 
did no lasting violence to their experience, doubts, misgivings, for 
in communion with the Church they found their highest satisfaction. 
This satisfaction was possible because men felt that they and all their 
social and spiritual affinities were part of the divine order inspired by 
the unfathomable mystery. They appropriated a body of truth in which, 
if they adjusted themselves to it, they felt sure of harmony, and to 
rebellion from which they traced the sin and misery of mankind. I cannot 
discuss here the principles of this order, to be found in the physical 
structure of earth and heavens, in the harmony of all law, natural and 
social, in the dovetailing of the disconnected learning, true or false, 
about men, beasts, birds, plants, minerals, into a scheme combined 
of Biblical and classical suggestion. It is enough to point out that 
although most of the medieval cosmology and chronology have gone, 
the medieval view of the universe lasted a very long time and has by 
no means altogether disappeared. The medieval philosophy of history 
has not ceased to influence us. It was deduced from three sources, 
the Biblical chronology, harmonized with that of non-Jewish peoples by 
Eusebius [of Caesarea], the Augustinian theory of the City of God and 
its later developments, the idea of the praeparatio evangelica which 
took its finest form in Dante’s conception of the provision of the Roman 
empire by the Father with its universal peace, as a cradle for His Son.

— The Christian Life in the Middle Ages and other Essays, by Sir Maurice Powicke, Oxford, 
Clarendon Press, 1935, pp.14-16. Maurice Powicke, son of a Congregational Minister, was not a 

Catholic.
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At Tyburn St Edmund made a 
brief speech before being hanged, 
drawn and quartered. Standing near 
the front of the enormous crowd 
was one Henry Walpole. He came 
of a Catholic family but had fallen 
into indifference. Now, when St 
Edmund’s entrails were torn out 
by the executioner a spot of the 
martyr’s blood splashed his coat. In 
that moment he was converted and 
immediately afterwards left England, 
became a priest and thirteen years 
later suffered the same martyrdom 
as St Edmund although in his case at 
York rather than Tyburn.

So the Tower is for Catholics in 
England a beacon of the faith where 
many of her children were called to 
give the ultimate witness to Christ. 
In rejoicing that God should have 
raised up so many brave men and 
women, perhaps I might end on a 
lighter note. 

The penal times lasted long in 
England and the last executions for 
the faith were in 1680. However, 
in 1715 the cause of religion once 
again led men to the scaffold as 
many Catholics fought for the 
Stuart King James III against the 
Hanoverian King George I. 

One such was William Maxwell, 
Earl of Nithsdale and after the 
defeat of the Stuart cause he was 
imprisoned like so many before 
him in the Tower and condemned 
to death. However, on the night 
before his execution his wife came 
to visit him with some of her maids. 
The earl exchanged clothes with one 
of these maids and, so disguised, 
walked out of the Tower, fleeing 
with his countess to Rome where 
they lived until his death in poverty 
but great happiness for the next 
twenty-eight years. 

This is perhaps a fitting end to 
the story of the struggles for the 
faith which were lived out within the 
confines of the Tower of London.

GraHam Hutton is the founding partner of the 
private equity firm Hutton Collins.  He studied 
History at Cambridge and Theology at Oxford as 
an Anglican before converting to Catholicism in 
1982. He serves on a number of charity boards, 
including the Christian Heritage Centre as well as 
Aid to the Church in Need, UK, of which he has been 
chairman since last year.

it was so small that a man could 
neither stand upright not lie down 
in it. Here he had to crouch in the 
half light for four days before he 
was taken out for examination by 
senior officials of the Crown. 

He was then promised that even 
now he could obtain freedom 
and great preferment if he would 
renounce the Church of Rome and 
return to the state church. Campion, 
of course, refused and was returned 
to the Tower where those who 
had offered him his freedom now 
authorized his being put to the 
torture. For three months Campion 
suffered intermittent torture on the 
rack. By the time he came to trial 
in November he was so physically 
broken that he was not even able to 
raise his right hand to take the oath. 

At the trial he was found guilty 
of treason and condemned to the 
usual barbaric form of execution. On 
hearing the dreadful sentence he and 
the other priests condemned with 
him burst into singing the Te Deum. 

However, before the execution 
was carried out the Tower was 
to witness one final heroic act of 
St Edmund Campion. Incensed 
by the challenge laid down in his 
Decem Rationes, the government 
decided to stage a series of 
disputations in the Church of St 
Peter ad Vincula between Campion, 
still suffering from the effects of 
his torture and without access 
to books or paper, and various 
divines of the state church. Despite 
the huge disadvantage at which 
circumstances put him Campion 
acquitted himself well and put up a 
strong defence of his faith.

On the 1st December St Edmund 
Campion along with two other 
priests met at the Coldharbour 
Tower. It was raining as it had been 
for several days and the London 
streets were foul with mud. The 
three priests were bound on 
hurdles (as was customary) and 
dragged by horses for several miles 
through the muddy streets from 
the Tower to Tyburn. One witness 
records how one gentleman along 
the way wiped Campion’s face “all 
spattered with mire and dirt”. 

be one of them. He returned first 
to Rome and from there made his 
way with Robert Persons and a lay 
brother through France to St Omer.  
On 24thJune 1580 Campion set 
foot in England for the first time 
in nine years; he knew that he was 
returning to almost certain death. 

Campion’s mission was to the 
Catholics of England. It was now 
twenty one years since the second 
break with Rome and few of the old 
priests ordained under Queen Mary 
I remained alive. The Mass had 
been proscribed by a law which 
imposed a fine of 100 marks and 
12 months’ imprisonment for the 
hearing of it in addition to the large 
fines which were imposed on so 
called recusants for failing to attend 
the services of the state church. 
Nevertheless many remained loyal 
to the Church, and Catholicism was 
particularly strong in some of the 
great aristocratic households of the 
Thames Valley and the North West 
of England. 

It was to these houses, with their 
secret Catholic chapels and holes 
in which the sacred vessels and 
vestments (as well as the priests 
themselves in time of emergency) 
could be hidden that Campion went 
to minister. In disguise he travelled 
extensively “through the most part 
of the shires of England” (Persons) 
hearing confessions and saying mass 
for the faithful who would have had 
no access to the sacraments for many 
years and yet who had kept faith. 

During this time Campion wrote 
Decem Rationes defending the 
claims of the Church against those 
of the state church. This document 
was widely circulated and led to 
an increase in the government’s 
determination to track Campion 
down. Unfortunately he was 
betrayed by a spy at one of the 
Catholic houses, Lyford Grange in 
Berkshire, and after an extensive 
search of the house he was found 
lying in one of the secret priest’s 
holes.

Campion was, of course, taken 
at once to the Tower where he 
was initially imprisoned in the cell 
known as the Little Ease because 
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How anti-Christian  
Man Emerged

EVERY GREAT period of civilization is dominated by a certain 
peculiar idea that man fashions of man. Our behavior depends on 

this image as much as on our very nature – an image which appears 
with striking brilliance in the minds of some particularly representative 
thinkers, and which, more or less unconscious in the human mass, is 
nonetheless strong enough to mold after its own pattern the social and 
political formations that are characteristic of a given cultural epoch. 
In broad outline, the image of man which reigned over mediaeval 
Christendom depended upon St. Paul and St. Augustine. This image was 
to disintegrate from the time of the Renaissance and the Reformation – 
torn between an utter … pessimism which despaired of human nature and 
an utter  …  optimism which counted on human endeavour more than on 
divine grace. 

The image of man which reigned over modern times depended 
upon Descartes, John Locke, the Enlightenment, and Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau. Here we are confronted with the process of secularization of 
the Christian man which took place from the sixteenth century on.  … 
the [post Reformation] man of Cartesian Rationalism was a pure mind 
conceived after an angelistic pattern. The man of Natural Religion was 
a Christian gentleman who did not need grace, miracle, or revelation, 
and was made virtuous and just by his own good nature. The man of 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau was, in a much more profound and significant 
manner, the very man of St. Paul transferred to the plane of pure nature 
– innocent as Adam before the fall, longing for a state of divine freedom 
and bliss, corrupted by social life and civilization as the sons of Adam by 
original sin. He was to be redeemed and set free, not by Christ, but by the 
essential goodness of human nature, which must be restored by means of 
an education without constraint and must reveal itself in the City of Man of 
coming centuries, in that form of state in which ‘everyone obeying all, will 
nevertheless continue to obey only himself.’ 

This process was … a secularization of something consecrated, 
elevated above nature by God, called to a divine perfection, and living a 
divine life in a fragile and wounded vessel – the man of Christianity, the 
man of the Incarnation.   … keeping a Christian facade while replacing 
the Gospel by human Reason or human Goodness, and expecting from 
Human Nature  what had been expected from the virtue of God giving 
Himself to His creatures. Enormous promises, divine promises were 
made to man at the dawn of modern times. Science, it was believed, 
would liberate man and make him master and possessor of all nature. An 
automatic and necessary progress would lead him to the earthly realm 
of peace, to that blessed Jerusalem which our hands would build by 
transforming social and political life, and which would be the Kingdom 
of Man, and in which we would become the supreme rulers of our own 
history, and whose radiance has awakened the hope and energy of the 
great modern revolutionaries.

If I were to try now to disentangle the ultimate results of this vast 
process of secularization, I should have to describe the progressive 
loss … of all the certitudes, coming either from metaphysical insight or 
from religious faith, which had given foundation and granted reality to 
the image of Man in the Christian system. The historical misfortune has 
been the failure of philosophic Reason … became available only for the 
mathematical reading of sensory phenomena, and for the building up of 
corresponding material techniques – a field in which any absolute reality, 
any absolute truth, and any absolute value is of course forbidden.

- Jacques Maritain, The Range of Reason, New York, Scribners, 1952,  pp. 185ff.
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While quite a lot of domestic buildings in prime natural locations have become 
virtually indistinguishable from light industrial buildings, a significant proportion 
of the worst are also just about as hideous as human ingenuity could readily devise.

THE EVERYDAY IMPORTANCE  
OF BEAUTY

By Giles Auty

HILE WORKING 
in our  garden 
last spring I was 
surprised to see 
two immaculately 
c l a d  e l d e r l y 
women peering 

intently through the bars of our 
pedestrian gate.

When I asked if I could 
help them I learned that they 
represented an advance party from 
the National Trust of Australia.  

Someone had alerted them 
apparently that quite an interesting 
house and garden lay hidden 
behind our high walls and banks 
of trees.  After a subsequent visit 
we were asked whether we would 
be willing to open the house and 
garden to members of the Trust and 
their friends and supporters at some 
mutually convenient future date.

I feel sure no such request 
would ever have been made at the 
time when we actually bought the 
house eleven years earlier – nor for 
quite a few years thereafter.  At the 
time of purchase ours was indeed 
a spectacularly plain brick building 
which lay all but hidden in a large, 
almost totally overgrown garden.

In the event close to a thousand 
visitors passed through our doors 
on a rainy day at the beginning of 
last May.

“I had no idea a house could be 
such fun or so full of interesting 
surprises” a departing visitor 
confided. 

Happily for us – and possibly for 
the National Trust – a majority of 
our other visitors seemed to leave 
also with fairly broad smiles on 
their faces. 

When we first started renovating 
our house,  probably the last 
thought on our minds was of ever 
opening it to the public.  

All we were trying to achieve, in 
fact, was to create an imaginative 
and attractive environment 
because I believe the lives of all of 
us are improved considerably by 
doing so.

 I am fully aware here that 
the history of early settlement in 
Australia was generally exceedingly 
hard and tough and that the first 
requirement of human dwellings in 
this country was thus simply to be 
utilitarian in nature.  But surely all 
of that lies just a little bit behind us 
now?

Where we live in the Blue 
Mountains of New South Wales 
is classified as a World Heritage 
listed area which is usually some 
indication of outstanding natural 
beauty.  But what about the part 

australiana

The Blue Mountains, 100 km west of Sydney. They are not mountains, however, but cliffs 
surrounding a plateau. Some of the gorges within these cliffs reach a depth of 760 metres. 
The ‘mountains’ are mainly covered with eucalyptus forest which releases volatile oils, 
causing them to gain a bluish tinge when viewed from a distance.
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local man-made artefacts play in our 
overall environment here?  

How do those aspects measure 
up?

Sad to say there is hardly a 
single, recently-constructed local 
house which shows much evidence 
at all of imagination let alone of 
any particular need to look either 
welcoming or attractive.  Indeed, 
while quite a lot of domestic 
buildings in prime natural locations 
here have become virtually 
indistinguishable from light 
industrial buildings a significant 
proportion of the worst are also 
just about as hideous as human 
ingenuity could readily devise.

So what on earth has gone wrong 
with our inherent, human sense of 
beauty?

Why has it gone suddenly on 
permanent vacation? 

People were building quite 
outstanding structures in this area 
well before the Second World War.

In the meantime. the local 
natural environment is likewise just 
about as ill-maintained and ugly 
as well as potentially dangerous 
– because of the ever-present 
threat of fire – as it could be.  For 

example, our immediate access road 
is now a veritable tangle of fallen 
trees, broken branches and invasive, 
inflammable scrub.  The broken 
branches in particular threaten to 
spill out or to drop onto a road 
which is much used by tourist 
buses.

The only matter which seems 
to receive due local government 
attention in our area nowadays is, 
in fact, the sharply rising nature of 
our rates.

 Our immediate area is 
internationally famous apparently 
yet I cannot help wondering 
what visitors from some of the 
comparable mountainous areas of 
Western Europe, say, might think 
about the quality of our efforts.

While freely admitting that 
Australia lacks any depth of 
heritage of priceless buildings such 
as ruined castles and abbeys or 
magnificent country houses surely 
we should at least encourage proper 
standards of imaginative modern 
architecture in such a beautiful 
region?  

Take a look sometime on 
the internet at the number of 
inspirational modern buildings 

which have been erected recently 
in the area surrounding Hobart and 
then compare these with anything 
being built today anywhere west of 
Penrith. 

Do beauty and imagination no 
longer have a part to play in our 
lives?

Regular readers of Annals may 
recall here the articles I wrote 
about some of the National Trust 
properties of that country while we 
were still living in Britain.  

When compared with such 
properties our 100-year- old 
house may rightly seem a bit of a 
joke.  That said, however, perhaps 
the important point is that we 
have tried to the very best of 
our abilities to create a building 
and surroundings which are 
entertaining and memorable in 
some way.  Sometimes that involved 
challenging the skills of local 
tradesmen.  Indeed frequently all 
of us found we were learning at the 
same time.

Earlier this week my wife and 
I made the relatively short drive 
across the local mountain ranges to 
Mount Wilson.

Because the tourist season has 
not yet begun there, the peace, 
serenity and physical beauty of that 
village were undisturbed as yet by 
the presence of multiple cars or 
coaches.  In short it would have 
been easy to half close one’s eyes 
and imagine that time had stopped 
there sometime in the 1930s.  

There was not one single, ugly 
modern execrescence anywhere 
to be seen.  If a newspaper had 
reported that it was Bradman who 
was still batting at the Oval in 
London at that moment rather than 
Steve Smith then that, too, might 
have seemed quite credible in the 
circumstances because nothing 
at all had seemingly spoiled the 
integrity of that particular village 
since the days of its original 
foundation.

Features of modern life such 
as television did not exist in 
those days of course but I cannot 
imagine that the original inventors 
of that medium could ever have Ph
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Australia had a very harsh 
beginning,  I agree, but now 
lags behind the world quite   
unnecessarily not just in virtually 
every major art form but in even 
the slightest understanding of the 
vital human purposes of beauty, 
culture or the inner life of the spirit.

GilEs auty was born in the UK and trained privately 
as a painter. He worked professionally as an artist 
for 20 years. Publication of his The Art of Self 
Deception swung his career towards criticism. He 
was art critic for The Spectator from 1984 to 1995.  
He continues to devote himself to his original love – 
painting. He is a regular contributor to Annals.

distinguish its minimal garden this 
edifice of our times is present in 
prolific numbers in our particular 
world heritage area.

foreseen how utterly crass, debased, 
uninformative and stupid so much 
of contemporary TV in Australia 
would become.  

In the last edition of Annals I 
touched on the life of a British art 
critic who has probably done more 
to fight for the preservation of 
lasting values in the visual arts than 
anyone else living today.

Unfortunately none of us can just 
pop down the road in Australia to 
view works by such Venetian masters 
as Titian, Veronese, Tintoretto 
or Tiepolo but it seems worth 
remarking here that nobody living 
anywhere today could even begin to 
approach their standards of painterly 
skill let alone the beauty inherent 
in their work – all of which was 
made between 500 and 350 years 
ago.  At that time the population of 
Venice and its surroundings would 
have been roughly the same as that 
of present day Wollongong.   Dare 
one ask what unforgettably great art 
the latter location has produced thus 
far?

I suggest here that it does none 
of us any harm to ponder such 
little-considered matters at least 
occasionally –  or that the age in 
which virtually all of Europe’s great 
Gothic churches and cathedrals 
were built – all 600 of them – lay 
even further ago in time, dating by 
now from around 900 years ago.  
Canterbury Cathedral, for instance, 
had already become a place of 
pilgrimage by the year 1170 and in 
the much-vaunted age of Facebook 
and similar technological wonders 
perhaps we should note that we 
actually lack the knowledge and 
skills to design, build or certainly 
to decorate such a great edifice as 
Canterbury Cathedral today. 

Here we are nearly eight and a 
half centuries later at which point 
our much praised technological 
progress seems not to have carried 
us much further forward in my 
local area at least than the building 
of the ubiquitous and utterly 
undistinguished single-storey brick 
veneer.  

Crafted in amber coloured brick 
and often without a single flower to 
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DEFENDING THE  
DEPOSIT OF FAITH

St Thomas Aquinas, 1225 — 1274

AMONG ALL human endeavours the search for Wisdom is more 
perfect, more sublime, more useful and more joyous. 

It is more perfect because inasmuch as a man devotes himself to the study 
of Wisdom, to that extent he acquires some portion of true Blessedness, as 
the wise author says: ‘Blessed is the man who immerses himself in Wisdom,’ 
Ecclesiasticus 14, 22. 

It is more sublime because principally through Wisdom man takes on 
a certain Likeness to the Divine Who does all things wisely. And because 
likeness is a cause of love, the study of Wisdom joins man in a special way 
to God through friendship, as the Book of Wisdom 7,14 says: ‘Wisdom is 
an infinite treasure for men, by which those who are guided by it become 
sharers in God’s friendship’. 

It is most useful because through Wisdom herself one arrives at the 
kingdom of Everlasting Life: ‘The longing for Wisdom leads to the 
Everlasting Kingdom,’ Book of Wisdom 6,21.  

It is more joyous because ‘there is no bitterness in her company, no tedium 
in sharing her life – only gladness and joy,’ Book of Wisdom, 8,16.

Based on our filial devotion to God we confidently undertake the role of 
a wise man even though it exceeds our own capability. We are setting out to 
demonstrate the truth of what the Catholic Faith professes – to the best of 
our ability – by refuting the contrary errors.  If I may use the words of St 
Hilary of Poitiers, ‘I am conscious that the principal task of my life which I 
owe to God is that my every word, and my every sense, should speak of Him’.

Two factors come to mind that explain why we find it difficult to 
confound the errors of individuals. 

The first arises from our not being familiar enough with the objectionable 
sayings of those who in error, so that we can detect, in what they say, a 
means of correcting their error. This latter was the method used by ancient 
Doctors of the Church to refute the errors of the Pagans whose mentality 
they understood because they had been Pagans themselves, or at least they 
had lived among the Pagans and were well-versed in their doctrines.

The second follows from the fact that certain ones amongst those who are 
in error – e.g. Muslims [Mahumetistae] and Pagans – do not agree with us 
in accepting the authority of any Sacred Scripture that might be a means of 
convincing them of their error. In debates with Jews we can argue from the 
Old Testament; and with heretics, from the New. These others mentioned 
above, however, accept the authority of neither one nor the other Scripture. 
Hence our arguments have to be based on natural reason upon which each 
of us is obliged to agree. Although reason is a frail reed to lean on, in matters 
Divine.

As we reflect upon a particular Truth, we will show – at one and the same 
time – which errors are excluded by it; and how [this]  demonstrable Truth is 
in agreement with the Faith of the Christian Religion.

Summa Contra Gentiles, Book I, Chapter ii, nn. 1-5. Translated from the Latin by Paul Stenhouse. 
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The objection to leaving a young person untaught is not that he would not learn 
things; it is that he would learn all the wrong things. The school is of some value 

because it is just desperately possible that there he may learn the right things.

HISTORY AND TRADITION
By G. K. Chesterton

NE OFTEN wonders 
what the world of 
the future will really 
think of our present 
epoch. It is all very 
well to say that they 
will find plenty of 

documents and an enormous amount of 
printed matter. Our newspaper language 
is obvious because it is printed in large 
letters. The names over our shops are 
obvious because they are printed in 
large letters. They are not obvious in 
any other sense. We think them simple 
because we know what they mean. But 
they are not by any means things of 
which one can say generally that it is 
easy to know what they mean. Take the 
first case that comes to hand. 

Suppose the traveller from New 
Zealand saw over a big London building 
the words ‘Child’s Bank,’ I suppose 
he would think it meant a child’s 
money-box. We read it quite simply and 
swiftly in another sense; but then, so did 
the ancient Egyptians read simply and 
swiftly the huge hieroglyphics that we 
can hardly decipher. When they saw a 
moon, six suns, a human hand, a lotus, 
and five birds standing on one leg, they 
immediately burst out laughing, because 
it was a joke. But our descendants, even 
if they know our language, may well 
have almost as much trouble with us as 
we have with Egypt. The opportunities 
for a natural error are so infinite; as in 
the case of Child’s Bank.

I remember when I was a little 
boy (I was a poetical and unpleasant 
little boy) I always read the words 
‘Job-Master’ over some neighbouring 
door, as if the first word were the Job 
of the Old Testament. I also remember 
that over a shop of hatters or hosiers 
in Kensington were written the words 
‘Hope Brothers.’ I supposed this to 

be an inspiring address to mankind, 
urging them not to fall into an impotent 
pessimism. I have since found that the 
thing has another and less invigorating 
meaning; and I am even able to 
appreciate the irony of the fact that over 
another establishment of an analogous 
kind is written ‘Hope, Limited.’ 

Try the experiment for yourself with 
almost any words on which your eye 
happens to fall. At the moment when 
I am writing (with fevered brow) this 
article, the words on which my eye falls 
first are ‘Typewriting Office,’ written 
backwards on a windowpane. That 
reminds me of an example. I once wrote 
a rather silly book about twelve historic 
figures whom I chose to consider 
symbolic – St. Francis of Assisi, Charles 
II, Tolstoy, and so on. As a book must 
have a name I called the thing ‘Twelve 
Types.’ I afterwards discovered that it 
had some sale as a book about technical 
printing; I found it myself in a library 
for working printers.

It is essential, I say, to reflect on 
the multitudinous mistakes which 
antiquarian and historical students will 
be able to make about the minutiae and 
the mere coincidences of our times. The 
mistakes will be at once too numberless 
and too small to correct. The accidental 
survival of one document will distort 
and confuse the meaning of another. 

Suppose we merely write the words 
‘Charing Cross,’ and then suppose the 
only other literary relic which seems to 
throw any light on it is something about 
women who go out charing, and about 
how they are often cross. That will be 
enough to plant an immortal error, of 
which the tangled tree shall grow fruit 
for centuries. 

How easily could an account of sham 
fight be taken by the casual historian 
as an account of real fight! How easily 
could a phrase like ‘We marched on 
Brigh ton,’ be understood in the same 
sense as the equally grammatical phrase, 
‘We marched on Bovril’!’ 

The more one thinks about it the 
more clear it is that the whole history 
of the future will be wrong; that is, it 
will be wrong if it is merely scientific. 
It will be wrong if it goes merely by 
facts; it will be wrong if it goes by 
dates, documents, names, and legal 
demonstrations. It will be utterly wrong, 
in short, if once we lose the element of 
tradition. History will be wholly false 
unless it is helped by legend.

I say history will entirely misreport 
us if we lose tradition. But we must 
not lose it. It is, in fact, a considerable 
comfort to reflect that we certainly 
shall not. The only real question is 
whether we shall hand on a pure 
tradition or a corrupt one. This point 
is, indeed, too little remembered in 
most matters. 

For instance, those people who 
praise popular education are right 
enough in their real underlying idea. 
But they are always talking about the 
poor being educated as an alternative 
to the poor being ignorant. Whatever 
the poor are, they will never be 
ignorant. 

It is absurd to talk as if Tommy 
in Battersea, if he grows up without 

unfathOming eduCatiOn
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schooling, would grow up as a simple 
savage, running naked in the forests. 
He would be educated even if he was 
never schooled. He would grow up a 
complex, highly civilised, and rather 
cynical person, for the simple reason 
that he would grow up in a complex, 
highly civilised, and rather cynical 
society. 

The objection to leaving him 
untaught is not that he would not 
learn things; it is that he would learn 
all the wrong things. The school 
is of some value because it is just 
desperately possible that there he 
may learn the right things. Hence 
there is no such thing as education; 
there is only the right education. 
And the right edu cation aims not so 
much at making him complex as at 
keeping him straightforward. He will 
not grow up an anarchist anyhow. He 
will know about the police anyhow: 
the only question is whether he shall 
know it from the Police News. In any 
case he will find out that there are 
laws: the only question is whether he 
shall hear them explained or only see 
them broken and avenged. Life will 
teach him all about government; but 

only education can teach him about 
good government. The gutter-boy will 
certainly be civilised. Only education 
can prevent him being over-civilised.

Not only does a schoolmaster not 
exist to teach mere facts, but he exists 
to prevent people from learning mere 
facts, to insist on their learning what 
the facts mean; to insist, that is, on 
their learning the ideas. 

The schoolchildren will teach 
themselves that there is such a thing 
as an electric tram. But they must be 
taught that there is such a thing as 
electricity. 

Uninstructed infants will find out 
very soon, and probably in the most 
graphic manner, that there is such 
a place as a police-court. But they 
will need to be taught that, in spite 
of all appearances to the contrary, it 
is primarily supposed to be a court 
of justice. They can see a policeman 
for themselves; but they require 
assistance in the intel lectual effort of 
explaining a policeman. These human 
relations, of which the idea is so 
simple, become in practice horribly 
twisted and misleading in any highly 
civilised State. 

The very relation of schoolmaster 
and pupil itself is capable of most 
curious entan glements in modern 
times. I read in the newspaper that 
a son of the Kaiser, a German Prince 
whose name I forget (let us call him 
Prince Alaric), has been permitted 
to pass an examination for some 
degree in some science (let us say, in 
Comparative Conchology); whereupon 
the student who had been passed by 
the examiners immediately conferred 
on the examiners a lot of magnificent 
medals, titles, and decorations – let us 
say the Order of the Golden Battleaxe, 
the Knight Commandership of the 
Nine-headed Eagle, the Third Hammer 
of the Holy Order of the Worship of 
Thor – in fact, all the most sacred 
prizes of Protestant Germany. 

Now this interchange seems to 
me to confuse a little the relations of 
teacher and pupil. The essence of the 
idea of conferring a degree is that the 
more important person gives dignity 
to the less important. The thing 
becomes absurd if the very person 
who confers honour is anxiously 
looking for honour from the person 
on whom he confers it. Suppose the 
aristocratic undergraduate says to the 
Don, ‘I will make you a K.C.B. if you 
will make me an M. A.’; then I think 
the true spirit of examinations is in 
some peril. 

Suppose the schoolboy can say to 
the schoolmaster, ‘If you don’t flog me 
I will knight you,’ I cannot help thinking 
that the scene would be slightly funny, 
whichever ceremony took place about it. 
The plain relations of giver and receiver, 
of master and disciple, or of judge and 
pleader are gravely altered, not by being 
abolished, not by being improved, not 
by being set in order on a new basis, 
but simply by being hopelessly tangled 
and confounded. I admire equality, 
and I have considerable sympathy with 
anarchy. If the Prince, as a student, were 
free to put the Professor on a bonfire, 
or the Professor, as a citizen, free to 
put the Prince’s head on a pike, I could 
understand the emotions involved. 

But that each should bow to the 
other and each bribe the other, that both 
should be servile and neither humble – 
that, I think, is not only a compli cation, 
but a complication of diseases.

From The Illustrated London News, September 12, 
1908

Recession and Depression

OUR EXPERIENCE since 2007 has … revealed a huge 
contradiction at the center of our politics. Prosperity is almost 

everyone’s goal, but too much prosperity enjoyed for too long 
tends to destroy itself. It seems that periodic recessions and burst 
bubbles—at least those of modest proportions—serve a social 
purpose by reminding people of economic and financial hazards 
and by rewarding prudence. Milder setbacks may avert less frequent 
but larger and more damaging convulsions—such as the one we’re 
now experiencing—that shake the country’s very political and social 
foundations. But hardly anyone wants to admit this publicly. What 
politician is going to campaign on the slogan, “More Recessions, 
Please”? In a more honest telling of the story, avaricious Wall Street 
types, fumbling government regulators, and clueless economists 
become supporting players in a larger tragedy that is not mainly of 
their making. If you ask who did make it, the most honest answer is: 
We all did. Put differently, the widely shared quest for ever-improving 
prosperity contributed to the conditions that led to the financial 
and economic collapse. Our economic technocrats as well as our 
politicians and the general public constantly strive for expansions 
that last longer, unemployment that falls lower, economic growth that 
increases faster. Americans crave booms, which bring on busts. That 
is the unspoken contradiction.

— ‘Rethinking the Great Recession,’ by Robert J. Samuelson,  
The Wilson Quarterly, Winter 2011
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In times of political correctness and the persecution of Christians, [Montserrat] is a 
more than ever needed symbol of that inner sanctuary without which a person cannot 

survive the upheavals which threaten our spiritual and psychological equanimity.

FINDING ONE’S INNER MONTSERRAT
By Wanda Skowronska

HERE IS a long 
history of Christians 
s eek ing  a  oa s i s 
from the world in 
t u rbu l en t  t ime s 
— for the sake of 
psychological and 

spiritual consolation or simply out 
of a desire to connect more directly 
with God. Jesus suggested an 
immediate way to engage in quiet 
heavenly converse: ‘Whenever you 
pray, go away by yourself, shut the 
door behind you and pray to your 
Father in private.’ (Matthew 6:6).  

For some, 
however, the 
seeking inner 
quiet and direct 
connection to God 
takes them to far 
away places such 
as I discovered on 
a recent journey 
with Australian 
pilgrims to 
Montserrat in 
western Spain, or 
rather Catalonia. 
(Don’t say to 
a Catalonian 
that Montserrat 
is in Spain!). 
Montserrat, about 
30 kms from 
Barcelona is located near the top 
of some strange, jagged mountains 
that seem to jut out like a series  
of serrated edges surrounding the 
elevated monastery on all sides. 

Montserrat is not as well known 
as Monte Cassino or Cluny, but 
was greatly sought after during the 
past millennium for its Benedictine 

abbey in which is found the Virgin 
of Montserrat. 

According to the Abbey’s own 
publication What is Monserrat? 
(1998), the abbey library itself has 
over 300,000 books), an illuminated 
twelfth century manuscript refers 
to the abundance of visitors to the 
shrine  but the evidence of earlier 
hermitages points to a much earlier 
Catholic presence1. 

In the eleventh century the 
Benedictine abbott-bishop Oliba, 
founded a little monastery beside 
the older hermitage of St Mary 

from which had already come many 
stories of miracles. The statue of the 
Virgin of Montserrat, dark in colour, 
gave rise to the familiar name of 
La Moreneta (the little dark one) 
among devout Catalonians and 
she is seen as ‘presiding’ over the 
monastery though the origins of 
this statue remain obscure.  

Devotion to the Virgin of 
Montserrat was spread quickly 
by, among others, pilgrims to 
Santiago de Compostela,  and 
within a few centuries there were 
over a hundred and fifty churches 
dedicated to her, particularly in 
Bohemia and Austria. Virtually 
every home in Catalonia had a 
picture or statue of La Moreneta 
and the monastery held so strong 
a place in the consciousness of the 
people that a common saying in 
Catalonia was ‘a man isn’t properly 
married till he’s taken his wife to 

Montserrat’.  
W h e n 

C h r i s t o p h e r 
Columbus sailed 
for America he took 
a monk from this 
very place, so the 
first missionary to 
the new world was 
from Montserrat — a 
Benedictine hermit 
named Bernat Boil 
who must have 
found the toil of 
sea travel vastly 
different from the 
peaceful monastery! 
The first churches 
in Mexico, Chile 
and Peru were dedi-

cated to the Virgin of Montserrat, 
and the name ‘Montserrat’ was 
given to an island, mountains, 
monasteries and entire villages. 

Above all, as with most 
monasteries, Montserrat was 
associated with the pursuit of the 
inner life. The German Romantic 
poet Schiller is reputed to have said 

a PsyChOlOgiCal and sPiritual retreat

The Benedictine Monastery of Montserrat, ‘serrated mountain,’ is Catalonia’s most 
important religious retreat and young people from Barcelona and all over Catalonia 
make a pilgrimage at least once in their lives to pray before the Virgin of Montserrat 
(the black virgin).  The shrine of the Virgin of Montserrat dates from 888.
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‘Montserrat sucks a man in from 
the outer to the inner world’ of 
this mountain whose unforgettable 
monastery is engraved amidst the 
limestone/quartz rocks which 
jut upwards like giant fingers or 
misshapen organ pipes, each with 
its own craggy shape, unlike any 
other mountain range anywhere. 

The road leads only to the 
monastery and nowhere else. The 
move from the outer to the inner 
life here is a deliberate, one way 
journey beyond the fluctuations of 
the mind, to the deeper realm of 
the soul.  Seeking its special peace, 
many have climbed the mountains 
to reach Monserrat  among them, 
St Peter Nolasco, St Raymond of 
Penyafort, St Vincent Ferrer, St 
Alysius Gonzaga, St Joseph of 
Calansz, St Anthony Mary Claret 
and St Ignatius Loyola (who was 
directed to go there after his 
conversion) and Saint John XXIII.

The sanctuary with its ornate 
basilica was ransacked during the 
Napoleonic invasions of 1811 
when the monks were forced 
to flee. But it was faithfully 
rebuilt from its ruins during the 
nineteenth century reawakening 
of Catalan consciousness and was 
expanded to include more areas for 
accommodation for the continual 
stream of pilgrims coming there. 

During the Spanish Civil War the 
mountain was left alone and when 
it was over, the remains of some 
of the twenty-three monks killed 
in places away from the mountain, 
at different times and places, were 
brought back to be buried there. 

There is also a special music 
school within the sanctuary called 
the Escolania which has existed 
there since the thirteenth century 
when it was probably a monastic 
school for children who served 
as altar boys. This music school 
can now claim to be the oldest 
conservatoire in Europe and trains 
boys throughout their school 
years in sacred music, theory, 
singing, instrumental training and 
composition. 

The boys participate in the 
liturgy of the basilica and are often 

heard singing the Montserrat ‘Salve’, 
alternating with the monks in a 
polyphonic motet. Usually the boys 
never sang outside Monsterrat but 
this has changed in the past century. 
The boys sang the Gregorian 
Alleluia at the Mass said by Pope 
Pius XII, and boys have made 
several concert trips abroad as well 
as singing throughout Catalonia. 

It is not just the music, the 
liturgy of the hours, the ornate 
basilica, the abundance of natural 
life (half of the unique plant species 
in Catalonia are found here) or the 
extraordinary beauty which draws 
millions to Montserrat each year. 

It is the sense of leaving all 
behind, seeing things as they are 
from the exalted heights of the 
physical mountain which often 
looks down on the clouds below, of 
being on the mountain of the Lord, 
from which the travails of the world 
seem so much fog and noise. 

It is the sense of peace beyond 
words, the silence deeper than 
silence, the invitation to speak with 
God directly without disruption 
which emanates from the very 
stones there. It is the realisation that 
the turbulence from which all have 
come who climb this mountain, will 
one day cease. 

In times of political correctness 
and the persecution of Christians, it 
is a more than ever needed symbol 
of that inner sanctuary without 
which a person cannot survive 

the upheavals which threaten 
our spiritual and psychological 
equanimity. 

Goethe himself is reported 
as saying ‘Nowhere but in his 
own Montserrat, will a man find 
happiness and peace’. The journey 
to ‘one’s own Montserrat’  requires 
deliberation and perseverance, a 
deliberate switching off from the 
various connections to the noisy 
market place (cable, iphones, 
radio, TV) and seeking that inner 
sanctuary where the poisonous 
messages of the times will not 
reach us and from which we can 
emerge with calmness and strength 
to deal with them when we need 
to. It is not necessary to journey 
to Montserrat, but to seek to keep 
ones equanimity in the increasingly 
vociferous public square. 

This inner journey offers not 
only a psychologically consoling 
refuge but also offers sure spiritual 
stability in times of post-modern, 
morally fragmented confusion.  Just 
thinking of Montserrat, or any of the 
famed monasteries of Christendom, 
can propel us on this upward 
journey,  and remind us of words 
spoken by the psalmist long ago 
— ‘You are a hiding place for me, 
you preserve me from trouble’ (Ps: 
32: 7-8) and: ‘ Do not fret because 
of the wicked ... for they will soon 
fade like the grass and wither like 
the green herb ... be still before 
the Lord and wait patiently for Him 
... those who wait on the Lord shall 
inherit the land’. (Ps: 37: 1-2; 7; 9). 

Our ‘inner Montserrat’ is always 
there for the asking, and always 
invites us to this sanctuary within, 
where nothing can harm us, the 
hidden spiritual place which 
strengthens us to face the tumult, 
evil and deceptions of the world 
beyond.

Wanda  skoWronska is a registered psychologist 
who works as a counsellor in inner city schools 
in Sydney. She has recently been awarded a PhD 
in Psychology/Theology at Melbourne’s John-
Paul II Institute. She has done voluntary work 
for the Catholic pro life organisation Family Life 
International, and is a regular contributor to Annals.

1. Maur M. Boix, What is Monserrat?  Publicacions de 
L’Abadya de Monserrat, 1998, 21.

Catholic 
Charities

IN 2007 Catholic Charities 
USA provided services 

to 7,736,855 people 
nationwide. In all, 171 main 
Catholic Charities agencies 
provided food, clothing, 
counselling, disaster relief, 
financial assistance and an 
array of vital community-
based services 13,919,070 
times in 2007.
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 FAITH, AND WHAT WE  
CAN NEVER DOUBT

OF COURSE we all believe without any doubt, that we exist; that we have an 
individuality and identity all our own; that we think, feel, and act, in the home 
of our own mind; that we have a present sense of good and evil, of the right and 
wrong, of a true and a false, of a beautiful and a hideous, however we analyse our 

ideas them. … We are sure that of many things we are ignorant, that of many things we are 
in doubt, and that of many things we are not in doubt. 

We are sure beyond all hazard of a mistake, that our own self is not the only being 
existing; that there is an external world; that it is a system with parts and a whole, a 
universe carried on by laws; and that the future is affected by the past. We accept and hold 
with an unqualified assent, that the earth, considered as a phenomenon, is a globe; that 
all its regions see the sun by turns; that there are vast tracts on it of land and water; that 
there are really existing cities on definite sites, which go by the names of London, Paris, 
Florence, and Madrid. We are sure that Paris or Lon don, unless suddenly swallowed up by 
an earthquake or burned to the ground, is to-day just what it was yesterday, when we left it.

We laugh to scorn the idea that we had no parents though we have no memory of our 
birth; that we shall never depart this life, though we can have no experience of the future; 
that we are able to live without food, though we have never tried; that a world of men did 
not live before our time, or that that world has had no history; that there has been no rise 
and fall of states, no great men, no wars, no revolutions, no art, no science, no literature, no 
religion.

We should be either indignant or amused at the report of our intimate friend’s being 
false to us; and we are able sometimes, without any hesitation, to accuse certain parties 
of hostility and injustice to us. We may have a deep consciousness, which we never can 
lose, that we on our part have been cruel to others, and that they have felt us to be 
so, or that we have been, and have been felt to be, ungenerous to those who love us. We 
may have an overpowering sense of our moral weakness, of the precariousness of our life, 
health, wealth, position, and good fortune. We may have a clear view of the weak points of 
our physical constitution, of what food or medicine is good for us, and what does us harm. 
We may be able to master, at least in part, the course of our past history; its turning-points, 
our hits, and our great mistakes. We may have a sense of the presence of a Supreme 
Being, which never has been dimmed by even a passing shadow, which has inhabited us 
ever since we can recollect anything, and which we cannot imagine our losing. We may be 
able, for, others have been able, so to realize the precepts and truths of Christianity, as 
deliberately to surrender our life, rather than transgress the one or to deny the other.

On all these truths we have an immediate and an unhesitating hold, nor do we think 
ourselves guilty of not loving truth for truth’s sake, because we cannot reach them through 
a series of intuitive propositions. Assent on reasonings not demonstrative is too widely 
recognized an act, to be irrational, unless man’s nature is irrational; too familiar to the 
prudent and clear-minded to be an infirmity or an extravagance. None of us can think or 
act without the acceptance of truths, not intuitive, not demonstrated, yet sovereign. If our 
nature has any constitution, any laws, one of them is this absolute reception of propositions 
as true, which lie outside the narrow range of conclusions to which logic, formal or virtual, 
is tethered.

— Blessed John Henry Cardinal Newman, from his Grammar of Assent, Image Books, ed. 1955, pp. 148-150.
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MEDIA MATTERS
By JamEs murray

Dicing with Heydon

Had he decided to recuse himself from 
his Royal Commission into Trade Union 
Corruption Dyson Heydon would already 
have achieved its aim: further disclosure 
of corruption within the union movement, 
corruption first identified by honest trade 
unionists.

His decision to maintain his role means 
that further disclosures are possible.  The 
Australian Council of Trade Unions and 
its symbiotic Australian Labor Party will 
then face the prospect of legal actions 
against union officials or associates, basing 
its defence on the suggestion that the 
disclosures are politically tainted.

Arguably Bill Shorten is the very model 
of a modern party-political trade union 
leader, having risen from ACTU general 
secretary through the Rudd-Gillard-Rudd 
spaghetti junction plus the Turnbull-Abbott 
Flyover to Leader of the Opposition, an 
angina poll from the Prime Ministership. 

Shorten may indeed personify the 
evolutionary high-peak of party-political-
trade-unionism.  As a lawyer Dyson 
Heydon has lived his working life within 
the separation of powers convention. 
Should trade unions to be included in the 
convention?  Historically party-political-
trade unionism has tended to benefit 
political aspirants more than workers. 

Intriguingly, the greatest example of 
trade union independence is still Poland’s 
Solidarity which brought down the Soviet 
Union with aid from John Paul II whose 
social justice encyclicals in line with those 
of his predecessors validate trade union 
power justly and honestly exercised. 

It would be surprising if a jurist of 
Dyson Heydon’s learning took no account 
of these encyclicals.  It may well be that he 
will upset the folklore about not having a 
royal commission unless you are sure of the 
outcome.  

Disappointment moment: Dyson Heydon’s 
admission that he didn’t do emails.  Your 
correspondent was hoping he would reveal 
that he still used a quill pen and oak-gall 
ink.  Emails can be a most explosive form of 
communication.  Ask an adept: the once and 
future Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull.   

Cui bono?

As always on a fast-breaking story, the 
extent to which latest phase of the refugee 
crisis was spontaneous remained initially 
unclear.  Indeed it was deemed embarrassing 
to raise the factor of people smuggling.  
That’s a problem with truth it can be 
embarrassing.

As the refugees are resettled, no doubt 
clarification will occur.  Was any kind 
of assembly point detectable on satellite 
cameras?  Did many trickles come together 
in the broken state of Syria to form the flood 
that engulfed the borders of states with 
working governments.   If smuggling was a 
factor, were the various regimes and factions 
that control the area complicit?  

The decision of Angela (Mama) Merkel 
to open Germany’s borders to the refugees 
was bold and pacific. Tony Abbott decision 
to take 12, 000 was judicious, and achieved 
with steadiness which his sudden successor 
Malcolm Turnbull should imitate.  

The decision did not answer the long-
term problem of settlement as long as 
Islamic State provides a ruthless catalysis for 
expansionist terror on its own ground or by 
extension through proactive sympathisers 
elsewhere.  That will require greater 
support from Muslim states under stable 
governments.  

Barry on

 The homosexual amendment to 
the Marriage Act is set for democratic 
rather than factionalised, parliamentary, 
representative decision and is to be 
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synchronised to the next federal election, a 
year away, give or take a runaway bus. 

So far the matter has generated less 
sweetness and light than vitriol and heat.  
But possible new guidelines were set by 
Paul (Media Watch) Barry who called out 
commentators, including his employer 
the ABC, for the lack of coverage balance.  
Another blast of criticism came on Q&A 
from Brendan O’Neil, editor of the on-line 
Spike. 

Barry’s punchline that he favoured 
amendment was strong, O’Neil trumped 
him with his billing as a nun-educated, 
Communist atheist.

The Australian gave space, albeit below 
the fold, to the Archbishop of Hobart, Julian 
Porteous, who took up the unintended 
consequences of change.    

Porteous wrote: ‘What concerns me 
greatly is that Australian Marriage Equality’s 
director Rodney Croome has already 
indicated that he is opposed to free speech 
on this issue.  Rather than encourage 
reasoned debate and discussion, Croome 
has called on parents whose children attend 
Catholic schools in Tasmania to make formal 
complaints to the state’s Anti-Discrimination 
Commissioner about my decision to provide 
them with information outlining the 
Catholic teaching on marriage.’ 

In support of his case, Porteous said that 
where the legal definition of marriage has 
changed, priest and pastors face threats for 
merely annunciating Christian teaching 
on marriage and sexuality that has existed 
for more than two millennia and spoke of 
persecution of those holding a traditional 
understanding of marriage.  

He added what, until recent times, 
was a truism: ‘Marriage is ultimately 
about children.  Social science studies 
overwhelmingly show that all things being 
equal, children do best when reared by 
their biological parents in a loving married 
relationship.’  

On social media, hate speech in favour of 
homosexual marriage proliferates, showing 
that would-be reformers in their zeal, can 
become ruthless in closing off the freedom 
that originally gave them the opportunity to 
make their case.

Gongs needed

Anniversaries of the Great War of 
1914-18 now overlap with the anniversaries 
of its second act, also known as World War 
II.  France has been generous in marking 
service in both with awards of the Legion 
d’Honneur to Australian veterans. 

Australia does not appear to have awarded 
reciprocal decorations to French veterans.  
Your correspondent is remembering his 
friend Paul Fregosi; he joined the Free 
French Navy aged 18 as a seaman, and by 
war’s end was a commander whose record 
included corvette duty in the Pacific and the 
evacuation of Australian units.                                               

Fregosi (author of Dreams of Empire, 
Jihad in the West and an Annals Australasia 
contributor) is dead.  Surely there are living 
Free French personnel who served alongside 
Australians deserving of awards? 

Nor do any Polish veterans appear to 
have been given Australian awards for 
their services, particularly at Tobruk. New 
Zealand? Poles fought alongside New 
Zealanders in the Italian campaign, most 
notably in the offensive actions to take 
Monte Casino.     

Among other Poles deserving of awards 
are the civilians Marian Rejewsky, Henryk 
Zyglaski and Jerzy Rozycki who, as 
mentioned here before, played a crucial 
role in getting the victory-winning Enigma 
machine out of Germany to Britain.

Poland was perhaps the most gallant land, 
sea air force of World War II and certainly 
the most ill done by in its aftermath 
(Churchill and Roosevelt’s shame, Stalin’s 
triumph).  

Once again it is in the forefront of the 
defence of civilisation through rescue of 
refugees in the Middle East, targeted for 
their Christian faith (Robert R Reilley, The 
Australian/Wall Street Journal August 22-23) 

Reid’s Read  

One of the great troves of literature 
comprises the unpublished manuscripts 
written by journalists in emulation of 
journalist-novelists ranging from Charles 
Dickens to Ernest Hemingway, from GK 
Chesterton to Stella Gibbons.

In a major piece of literary archaeology, 
Ross Fitzgerald and Stephen Holt 
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(co-authors of Alan ‘The Red Fox’ Reid 
disinterred the manuscript of Reid’s 
novel, The Bandar Log, from its cardboard 
sarcophagus in Sydney’s Mitchell Library 
and saw to its publication (Connor Court 
$35.95). 

The sub-title of the work, A Labor Story 
of the 1950s, is vague compared to the main 
title a reference to Rudyard Kipling’s chatter 
of jungle animals. 

The still beating heart of Reid’s novel 
is The Split in which the Australian 
Labor Party divided in a seismic style that 
continues to affect its fortunes as it becomes 
less a party than an aggregation of interest 
groups without a 
centre of gravity. 

Admirably Reid, 
by his choice of 
pseudonyms for the 
principal players, 
demonstrates that 
the challenge he set 
himself is one of 
literature’s greatest: to 
create by extrapolation 
from a local situation a 
novel of international 
significance.  

The fate of Reid’s 
work resembles that of 
Malcolm Muggeridge’s 
Picture Palace, 
published belatedly 
after suppression, 
result of a libel 
threat by the Scott 
family, owners of The 
Manchester Guardian, 
now simply The 
Guardian, its on-line 
local edition holding 
most favoured journal 
status at the ABC.   

The Fitzgerald-Holt edition comes with 
a key to the pseudonyms, all more or less 
jokey: Carr Domenico is Bob Santamaria, 
Kaye Seborgia (Cesare Borgia) is Dr Herbert 
Evatt , Kent Kersey is Dr John Burton, 
left-wing head of the External Affairs 
Department, Alex Pope is Bob Menzies 
and Tom Bannion is Gough Whitlam. 
Reid himself comes on as Macker Kally 
(Machiavelli).  

Your correspondent looked in vain for a 
reference to Frank Browne, a notable insider 
of the time, who shared classrooms with 
Alan Reid at Christian Brothers Waverley 
College, Sydney.       

Snoozism        

Who wants to go the distance with a 
heavyweight like ex-Treasury boss Martin 
Parkinson?  Not your correspondent.  But 
Parkinson’s reported view at the National 
Reform Summit (sponsors Fairfax Media/
News Corporation) that Australia was sleep-
walking into a mess prompts a ringside 
heckle.

The view was 
too wide-angle; 
Australia is not 
s l e e p w a l k i n g , 
Federal Parliament 
is.  Correction: it 
is jitter-bugging, 
frolicking and 
cavorting, a 
deployment of 
verbs that might 
be deemed exag-
gerated were it 
not for the broad-
cast exuberance of 
party leader Clive 
Palmer and the all-
party antics over 
so-called ‘marriage 
equality,’ ‘entitle-
ments,’ and serial 
leadership coups.

The jitter-
bugging, et cetera 
is displacement 
activity, designed 
to avoid dealing 
with the greatest 
moral challenge of 

our time: reducing the gap between rich and 
poor.

In fact, ‘gap’, is a misnomer suggesting an 
accident.  It is no accident it has been created.  
Incorporated managerialists have arrogated 
to themselves a remuneration system of 
surpassing riches.  This they support through 
tax avoidance with the help of accountancy 
firms, leaving governments to reduce revenue 
stress through the fail-save mechanism of 

History  
Repeating Itself

THE POLITICAL history of Muslim 
states has often been restricted to 

two options. They have either been ruled 
by nationalist (“secular”) oppressive 
regimes, or Islamist oppressive regimes. 
Unfortunately, many people in the Middle 
East have so much affinity for political 
Islam that they do not realize that political 
Islam is the root cause of their problems. 
That attitude is the main reason they 
cannot get rid of their backward and 
violent regimes, or make cultural or 
scientific progress. Sadly, the founder of 
Islam did not leave behind a humanitarian 
message to respect people of other faiths 
and to be on an equal footing with them. 
What the Islamic State (ISIS) and other 
barbaric Islamist groups have been doing 
to people is horrific beyond words; but it is 
meticulously based on Islamic scriptures.

— Uzay Bulat, ‘Muslim Immigration’. Born and raised a 
Muslim, Uzay Bulat is a Turkish journalist based in Ankara.
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consumer taxes that fall heavier on the poor, 
working and unemployed.

Undoubtedly governments do try 
to recover unpaid tax. One rarely 
mentioned psychological obstacle: some 
politicians aspire to the status of corporate 
managerialist (with the fringe benefit of 
parliamentary superannuation).  

Shock jocks

Of a different 
order, given that 
the Queen has 
now passed from 
the Domesday 
Book to the 
Guinness Book 
of Records, 
was Treasurer 
Joe Hockey’s 
equivalent of 
being fired from a 
cannon as co-chair 
of an inter-party 
group to advance 
a new model 
republic.  

S e r i o u s 
business.  The 
cannoneer, Peter 
F i t z S i m o n s , 
doffed his Pirate 
King of Pyrmont 
bandana before 
he addressed the 
National Press 
Club, Canberra 
and showed that 
no one rides jokey 
hyperbole with his 
élan. 

‘We reckon that 
the  “yes” vote will 
look like Phar Lap 
at Flemington,’he 
was reported as 
saying, ‘like Bradman at Lord’s, well ahead 
of the field and looking good.’ (No footnote: 
Phar Lap died in dubious circumstances.  
Bradman got a duck in his final test).  

Okay, delete ‘new model ’ above; it has 
a Cromwellian ring to it, inimical to those 

whose Irish ancestors Cromwell’s Ironsides 
pommelled (said to be the origin of the 
epithet Pom/Pommy).  

Nevertheless, it remains a Cromwell-
parliamentarian model. Under its protocols, 
the head of state will still be called 
Governor General and will be appointed on 
a two-thirds majority of federal parliament 
without the need for formal royal approval.

It is again Cromwell-
parliamentarian in 
Hockey and FitzSimons. 
Both are men of 
property as Cromwell 
and his backers were.  
Not incidentally, the 
1999 model, also 
p a r l i a m e n t a r i a n , 
was defeated under 
the aegis of another 
parliamentarian man of 
property, the newley-
minted PM Malcolm 
Turnbull. 

The only worthwhile 
republic is one 
where candidates put 
themselves to the vote 
of the people, and the 
winner is given quasi-
monarchical powers 
for four years with the 
option to campaign for 
a second term. 

Yes, indeed: the 
American model. In 
his historical novel, 
The Path of the King, 
John Buchan relates 
the model ’s fictive 
antecedents: a group of 
Americans arrive at a 
Roman palazzo intent 
on offering Bonnie 
Prince Charlie an 
American crown.  On 

finding him enjoying a bibulous snore, they 
quietly withdraw.   

In similar vein, your correspondent sees 
a big bloke saying: ‘G’day, my name’s Pete 
FitzSimons, I’m running for president of 
Australia.’  

© Austral-Media Pty Ltd 2015

Numbers to 
Ponder

83 percent of the territory held by the 
Syrian government has been lost to rebel 
groups, most notably ISIS, according to the 
Information Handling Services (IHS) Conflict 
Monitor. Further losses are expected as ISIS 
seeks to expand operations in western Syria 
and extend its control to the Lebanese border.

250,000 migrants and asylum seekers 
have arrived by sea in Europe in 2015, 
with deaths at sea (2,300) also at a record 
high, according to data compiled by the 
International Organization for Migration. 
The refugees are largely from Eritrea, Libya, 
Nigeria, Somalia, Syria, Sudan, Gambia and 
Bangladesh.

63 percent of the 160,000 people who 
have arrived on Greece’s shores this year 
are Syrian, according to the U.N. Refugee 
Agency.

4 billion dollars (roughly 3.1 million per day) 
is the total amount reportedly spent by the 
U.S. to assist Syrian refugees, as well as 
individuals displaced within Syria. 

10.5 million dollars per day is the amount 
spent by the U.S.  on its air war against 
Islamic State militants in Syria and Iraq, 
according to U.S. government figures.

1,535 civilians were killed in Iraq in 
August, according to Iraq Body Count.
— Source: Washington Report on Middle Eastern Affairs, 

August 2015
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Disintegration  
of the West

THE PROSPERITY of the 
industrialized societies of the 

nineteenth century rested on a 
temporary monopoly of the new 
methods – on a limited output 
combined with a continually 
expanding world market. … The old 
monopoly enjoyed by the leading 
industrial Powers of Western Europe 
is rapidly disappearing. Every nation-
even those of the Far East, like 
Japan-is organizing itself to take its 
share in the world markets, while 
at the same time restricting those 
markets by a rigorous protective 
tariff. Nowhere has the influence 
-of-these new conditions been felt 
more strongly than in England, the 
classical home of the old industry. 
At the present moment we see its 
effects not only in the crisis of the 
coal industry, but in the disastrous 
state of all the so-called ‘heavy’ 
industries subsisting by the foreign 
market, which has resulted in the 
work of a dustman being often better 
paid than that of a skilled engineer. 
Moreover, during the period of 
Free Trade and open markets the 
industrial population increased far 
beyond the limits of the national 
agricultural capacity, so that England 
is almost entirely dependent on an 
imported food supply, which must 
be financed by the industrial export, 
in the face of growing competition 
abroad, and prohibitive duties. The 
vast and rapid development of the 
new economic order has produced 
a serious reaction, and Europe’s 
position of world leadership seems 
threatened less than a century 
after its attainment. For if the 
organization of the world by Europe 
was in the main due to her economic 
supremacy, the passing of that 
supremacy would seem to portend 
the breakdown of her international 
leadership. Already the East is 
reacting against the supremacy of 
the West, and claiming an equality 
of position; and the internal power 
of resistance of European civilization 
is weakened alike by national rivalry 
and disunion, and by the social 
discontent of international labour.
— Christopher Dawson, Progress and Religion, 

Sheed and Ward, 1938, pp.220-221.       

Michelangelo and Julius II

PEOPLE sometimes wonder why the Renaissance Italians, with their 
intelligent curiosity, didn’t make more of a contribution to the history 

of thought. The reason is that the most profound thought of the time was 
not expressed in words, but in visual imagery. Two sublime examples of 
this truism were produced in the same building in Rome, not more than 
one hundred yards from each other, and during exactly the same years: 
Michelangelo’s ceiling of the Sistine Chapel and Raphael’s frescoes in 
the room known as the Stanza della Segnatura. Both of them we owe 
entirely to Pope Julius II. 

— Sir Kenneth Clarke, Civilisation, 1971 ed. With thanks to Roger Sandall. 
http://www.rogersandall.com/Spiked_By-the-Skin-of-our-Teeth.php
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The Last Right to Be Lost

FREE SPEECH 
By Stephen M. Krason

B S E R V I N G 
the  e ro s ion  o f 
individual rights 
in contemporary 
culture, someone 
once said that after 
a l l  other r ights 

were lost, freedom of speech would 
be the last to go. Developments in 
the Western world, in cluding the 
U.S., in recent years are making 
this increasingly evident. So-called 
human-rights commissions in Canada 
have hounded pastors for preaching 
the immoral i ty of homosexual 
practice. 

In a celebrated case, Pastor Ake 
Green in Sweden was convicted 
and sentenced to prison for an anti-
homosexuality sermon (the Swedish 
Supreme Court later overturned his 
conviction). 

The Organisation of Islamic 
Cooperation seeks laws in various 
countries to outlaw criticism of 

Islam, and several European coun-
tries have enacted laws to prosecute 
people for ‘vilifying’ Islam. 

Recent ly, in New Jersey, a 
Rutgers student was convicted 
of a ‘hate crime’ for capturing his 
roommate’s same-sex encounter on 
his computer’s webcam. After that, 
even some homosexualist activists 
expressed concern that free speech 
was being threatened by some 
applications of these laws. A street 
preacher in Britain was arrested for 
proclaiming biblical teaching about 
homosexuality. In Philadelphia, 
the birthplace of American liberty, 
Chris tian demonstrators at a 
pro-homosexual festival were 
arrested and threat ened with forty 
years in prison. 

Organizations such as Media 
Matters try to shut down radio talk 
show hosts they don’t agree with 
by pressuring their advertisers to 
withdraw their support. 

Bernard Lewis, the famous 
historian of the Arabs, was 
prosecuted-and received a nominal 
fine-in a French court for arguing 
in his scholarly writing that there 
was no firm evidence that the 
government of the Ottoman Empire 
was behind the massacre of large 
numbers of Armenians in 1915. 

Congress made it a federal crime 
for someone to falsely claim to have 
been a Congressional Medal of 
Honor recipient (believe it or not, it 
is actually the FBI that is in charge of 
investi gating this). 

Even if prosecutions or other 
legal censure fails, the effect of such 
actions is a kind of self-censorship. 
Yale University Press would have 
faced no governmental retaliation 
for keeping depictions of the 
famous Danish newspaper cartoons 
of Mohammed in a book about the 
case, but removed them for fear of 
violence. (The press apparently 
failed to see the oddity of a book 
about the controversy without 
letting the readers see what is was 
that caused it in the first place.)

There have been a multitude of 
such cases in the Western world, 
many of which are driven by 
advocacy groups. What they often 
represent is a pushing aside of 
traditional liberties in the interest of 
ersatz rights, usu ally involving sex 
and reproduction. Free speech gives 
way to the whims of sexual ‘identity 
groups.’ This is especially seen with 
homosexualism. 

Actually, the entire range of what 
in this country are First Amendment 
freedoms is now threatened: speech, 
religion, assembly, and association. 
For example, we see the Health and 
Human Services [HHS] mandate 
on contraception, sterilization, and 
abortifacients, New Jersey’s attempt 

Divorce your Accountant?

LET IT BE remembered that this question of incom patibility 
of temper has nothing at all to do with the sacramental or 

supernatural view of marriage, in which I happen to believe. It is not a 
question here of making marriage a contract that cannot be loosed. It 
is a question of making marriage much looser than any other contract 
is allowed to be. You cannot get rid of your business partner because 
you do not like the tone of his voice. You cannot break the articles of 
an apprentice because you do not like the shape of his nose. There 
must be a solid reason for, the rupture even of slight agreements. If 
I promise to pay you £10 on the 21st  of November, I cannot content 
myself merely with saying that something, call it what you will, has 
gravely altered my point of view. You may make the marriage contract 
dissoluble at any definable moment, as after certain cruelties or after 
a certain time. I may happen to hold that the wife and husband should 
be bound closer to each other than any two other beings. That is 
another matter. But this philosophy pro poses that the wife of a man 
should be less bound to him than his executor or his articled clerk.

— G.K.Chesterton, The Illustrated London News, September 19, 1908.

rights and WrOngs
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some years ago-narrowly struck 
down by the Supreme Court-to 
impose homosexual scoutmasters 
on the Boy Scouts of America, and 
New Mexico’s fining of Christian 
photogra phers for refusing their 
services to a lesbian “wedding.”

The novel ‘rights’ that are 
trumping time-honored rights are 
really nothing more than wants. 
They are wants rooted in what 
are often the low est and most 
destructive of passions – as Plato’s 
discussion of lust in The Republic 
makes clear. We see today the mad 
culmination of the modern project 
of liberating the passions – and 
a new repression brought about 
by some who want everyone else’s 
approval for it.

Hardly anyone believes that 
the law can permit absolutely free 
speech, that under no circumstances 
can it ever be restrained. The 
unsettling fact about this new wave 
of suppressing speech, however, is 
that it concerns political speech and 
even religious speech. 

If any kind of speech is pro tected, 
it certainly is this. It is also troubling 
that, especially with the hu man 
relations commissions in Canada, 
the mere claim from someone in a 
protected group of being ‘offended’ 
is enough to shut down speech and 
punish it. 

If that is the basis for suppression, 
then free speech means noth ing. I 
have at times thought that group libel 
was a legitimate legal notion, such 
as was seen in the 1952 Supreme 
Court case of Beauharnais v Il linois. In 
an age of identity politics, however, 
it poses a danger, especially when 
the groups that would claim they 
are attacked may really be angling 
for favored status, power, and the 
subversion of sound morality – 
and ex hibit a marked intolerance 
themselves.

While it’s true that one has no 
natural right to lie, cases like the 
Con gressional Medal of Honor 
one underscore the confused 
understanding about law these days. 
This was not the kind of thing that 
historically was addressed by either 
the criminal or civil law. I

If the law now is to be used to 
stop lying of all kinds-instead of 

Please assist us by introducing Annals to relatives and friends. 
We need your support and we need new subscribers. 

Annals has the answer! Try it.

DONATIONS RECEIVED
FROM 02-04-15 to 20-03-15

Our sincerest thanks to the many subscribers to  
Annals Australia, who very generously send a small donation 
along with their annual renewal – this assists in defraying the 

heavy costs incurred in producing our magazine.

– Editor, Annals
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seem to betray a common purpose: 
upending traditional Christian 
theological and moral beliefs and 
destroy ing what’s left of Christian 
culture.

stEpHEn m. krason is Professor of Political Science 
and Legal Studies at Franciscan University of 
Steubensville, and co-founder and President of the 
Society of Catholic Social Scientists.

The Church has called for respect 
for Islam, but Islamists have hardly 
re sponded in kind. Even the regular 
Islamic authorities in Moslem-
majority countris rebuff the efforts of 
Catholic bishops to seek dialogue.

The current efforts to suppress 
free speech-whether by homosexual-. 
ists, sexual liberationists, or Islamists-

just when under oath in a judicial 
pro ceeding-we’ll see the same 
suppression because of personal 
offense as is done by the identity-
politics groups. 

Also, if scholars cannot have 
disagree ments about points of 
historical interpretation as in the 
Lewis case, then expect scholarship 
to dry up. Expect the timid intellects 
that John Stuart Mill, who was a hero 
of liberals of another age, was fearful 
would develop.

That the Church embraces free 
speech is made clear when the 
Com pendium of the Social Doctrine 
of the Church calls information as 
“among the principal instruments of 
democratic participation” (#414). 
She also makes it clear that it, like 
other rights (even religious liberty), 
is not un conditional. Liberty may not 
degenerate into license, and must 
not be used to attack religious or 
moral truth or damage the common 
good (see Liber tas Praestantissimum 
#42-43). 

What is now happening is that the 
homo sexualist movement and other 
promoters of sexual libertinism are 
trying to suppress speech used in the 
responsible way the Church speaks 
of, while tolerating only speech that 
confirms or at least does not question 
licentious behavior. They are joined 
by Islamist groups who oppose free 
speech if it forces them to subject 
their theological conclusions to 
serious public questioning and 
debate, even the parts of them that 
bespeak intolerance. 

Clare Communications Co
PTY LTD Clare Communications Co

PTY LTD

Christendom in  
the Dark Ages

HERE, AS ON the Continent, the ages preceding A.D. 8oo had been 
times of invasion, slaughter and conquest. There can be no doubt 

that the con dition of England at the end of the eighth century was far 
inferior in wealth and civilization to the state in which it had been left at the 
withdrawal of the Roman eagles. Almost every vestige of civilization had 
perished under the attacks of the Teutonic invaders. The work of founding 
a polity and a civilization had to be recommenced, and this is one of the 
salient facts to be borne in mind in judging of the Dark Ages. The men 
of those ages had to recreate the political and social world. They had to 
rebuild almost from the foundation. Not quite; for Christianity, the basis 
of European civilization, had not only survived the storms of the age of 
invasion, but had to a large extent converted the barbarians themselves. 
In Spain, indeed, the Moors were master from Gibraltar to the Pyrenees, 
but, throughout the rest of Western Europe, Christianity was dominant. 
To take our own country. When the Dark Ages began, the Heptarchy was 
still standing; when it closed, the conquest of Ireland had begun. During 
the interval England had been melded into a single kingdom, and the 
main outlines of that Constitution, which has survived in its chief features 
down to our own days, had been formed. The Univer sities of Oxford and 
Cambridge had been founded. A code of laws was drawn up by Alfred 
the Great, and subsequently revised by Edward the Confessor - the last 
English king who obtained the honour of canoni zation. The Irish schools 
had a high reputation for learning and piety. These are only a few examples 
of the rapid and solid progress of Christendom during the Dark. Ages.
— Frederick Stokes, Introduction, The Dark Ages by S.R. Maitland, John Hodges, London, 1890, 

p.xiv, xv. Neither Stokes nor Maitland was Catholic.
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mOViesEveryman

The story line has an epic 
simplicity: Death summons 
Everyman and he invites a host of 
friends including Kindred, Good 
Deeds, Goods, Knowledge, Beauty 
and Strength to accompany him.

Only Good Deeds agrees.  Written 
anonymously between 1509-19, the 
English Morality Play (based on a 
Dutch original) has been adapted 
by Carol Ann Duffy and directed by 
Rufus Norris for stage and screen 
under the aegis of Britain’s National 
Theatre.   

As Everyman, Chiwetel Ejiofor 
gives a performance of rollicking 
majesty somewhere between Falstaff 
and Othello, not totally surprising: 
Shakespeare was influenced by the 
mediaeval Morality play cycles.

More emphasis on the work’s 
origins would have helped to offset 
the sense of the modern theatre’s 
tendency to appropriate works of 
Catholic origin to secular humanism.  

MHHHSFFV.

Ricki and the Flash

The proof of a great star is the 
ability to surprise, and Meryl Streep 
does so resoundingly as Ricki 
Rendazzo, married mother of three 
who has left them and her husband 
in quest of her rock-‘n’-roll dream.  

She achieves it in nightmare 
fashion, playing gigs in a low-rent 
bar in Tarzana, California with 
her band the Flash, improbably 
supplementing her income with day 
work in a supermarket.

Streep, it should be said, sings as 
if she has been gargling diamonds 
and whisky and handles her Fender 
Telecaster with all the aplomb of 
Annie Oakley using a Sharp’s rifle.  

An emergency call causes Ricki 
to leave her lead guitarist Greg 
(Rick Springfield) and head to 
the Chicago MacMansion of her 
ex-husband Pete (Kevin Kline) 
and her children, specifically her 
daughter Julie (Streep’s own 
daughter Mamie Gummer) whose 
husband has left her.  By comparison 
the problems of Ricki’s sons are 
minor: one is engaged to be married, 
the other homosexual.

To add more bubbles to this bath 
of emotion, Pete has remarried an 
African-American Maureen (Audra 

McDonald) who asserts her nurture 
rights over Ricki’s absentee Momism.     

Director Jonathan Demme and 
scriptwriter Diabolo Cody are not 
the only contemporary filmmakers 
trying to do in showbiz what the 
Chinese government has tried to in 
economics: create a new normal. 

The Chinese outcome is still in 
doubt.  In a final tinsel-wrapping of 
their complications, Demme-Cody 
beget rock-’n’-schmaltz. 

PGHHHSFFV.

The Gift

By sparing the gory mayhem, 
Joel Edgerton, making his debut 
as director, ratchets up the tension 
of this creepy thriller which he also 
wrote and in which he co-stars 
as Gordon (aka Gordo/Weirdo) 
who loiters with intent around 
the suburban home of former 
schoolmate Simon (Jason Bateman) 
and his wife Robyn (Rebecca Hall).  

It takes nothing from the 
performance of Edgerton or 
Bateman, both cast against type, to 
suggest that Hall gives the work the 
patina of a classic as she transits 
from elegant serenity through barely 
suppressed hysteria to troubled, 
post-partum joy.   

The suspicion lingers that the 
movie may have originally been 
written for Australian location.  
Clues: Robyn, Gordon and Simon 
are not American suburban 
names.  In any case, the Hollywood 
production of The Gift challenges 
government controllers of taxpayer 
movie funding.  Its budget was a 
relatively modest $US5 million.  
At this writing, it had reportedly 
returned tens times that amount in 
the US alone.

MHHHHNFFV.

A Walk in the Woods

Director Ken Kwapis is relatively 
faithful to his source, travel-writer 
Bill Bryson’s book, and presents 
a drama that is less an epic than 
a series of chuckles.  Most of these 
come from the backpack of Nick 
Nolte as Katz, a shambolic old 

schoolmate who agrees to join Bill 
Bryson on a walk of the 2100-mile 
Appalachian Trail. 

Accordingly Robert Redford, who 
plays Bryson, comes off as second 
banana to Nolte, a generous outcome 
given that Redford is also credited 
as lead producer, and a triumphal 
one for Nolte (his part was originally 
scheduled for Redford’s once upon a 
time co-star Paul Newman).

Emma Thompson plays 
Bryson’s wife, reluctant to let him 
go walkabout.  Here Kwapis’s 
faithfulness to his source makes for a 
less dramatic script.  Had he fiddled 
more with the original, he would 
have had Thompson as Goldilocks 
come to her husband’s aid when 
he and Katz encounter a brace of 
grizzly bears with devastatingly 
comic effect. 

MHHHHSFFV

She’s Funny that Way

The context is sleazy glamour: 
the demi-monde of call girls, and 
their clients.  But from this unlikely 
source, director Peter Bogdanovich 
distils a sparkling comedy, made 
according to the old Hollywood 
méthode champenoise.

Bogdanovich’s base is simple: a 
severe, showbiz reporter, played by 
Illeana Douglas, interviews Isabella 
Patterson (Imogen Poots) who 
narrates her rise from escort work to 
Broadway stardom.

Upon this Bogdanovich and his 
co-writer, ex-wife Louise Stratten 
assembles an elaborate structure of 
dialogue, sight-gags and double-
takes as Poots flashes back and 
forth in a pseudo-naïve account 
of what happened after a client, 
theatre director Arnold Albertson 
(Owen Wilson) gave her $30,000 
to retire and enable her to fulfil 
her constitutional right of pursuing 
happiness as an actress.       

Further farcical complications 
involves Albertson’s wife, and 
leading lady, Delta (Kathryn Hahn), 
his leading man Seth Gilbert (Rhys 
Ifans), playwright Joshua Fleet (Will 
Forte), and Isabella’s psychiatrist 
Jane (Jennifer Aniston) plus any 
number of minor characters played 
by celebrities. 

Gross-out comedies, where 
more time is spent in the loo than 

By James Murray
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anywhere else, are the box-office 
order of the day.  Peter Bogdanovich 
remains a connoisseur of antique 
vehicles polished with wit. 

 MHHHHNFFV.

Iris

Never has so much bling 
been worn by one woman as Iris 
Apfel wears in this superlative 
documentary by master craftsman 
Albert Maysles who, with his brother 
David, put the verité into cinema, not 
least with Gimme Shelter, their take 
on the free and fatal Rolling Stones 
concert at Altamount Speedway in 
1970.

Compared to that, Iris is prismatic 
meringue or, possibly a bagel 
through which Apfel struts her stuff 
on the sidewalks and catwalks of 
New York, encouraged by her doting 
centenarian husband, Carl. 

If her bling is blinding, her 
clothes are stunning and her whisky-
sour nonagenarian humour surpasses 
both, making her the dowager of 
Vanity Fair.   

MHHHHSFFV.

Women He’s Undressed

Catchpenny title for director 
Gillian Armstrong’s golden bio-pic 
of triple Oscar-winner, Orry George 
Kelly (alias Orry-Kelly), the 
Australian designer whose costumes 
enhanced a constellation of stars 
from Bette Davis to Natalie Wood, 
from Loretta Young to Marilyn 
Monroe from Ingrid Bergman to Ava 
Gardner. 

With writer Katherine Thompson, 
Armstrong enlivens archival 
material, using interviews with Jane 
Fonda and Angela Lansbury. Her 
re-enactment flashbacks to Orry-
Kelly’s birthplace, Kiama, do not 
quite work. 

This, despite Deborah Kennedy’s 
acute performance as his mother and 
a heroic one by Darren Gilshenan 
who narrates as Kelly while dealing 
with a prop rowing boat (shades of 
the toboggan Rosebud in Citizen 
Kane).

  Orry-Kelly’s main career base 
was Warner Brothers.  Born 1897, he 
died in 1964.  The bio-pic, produced 
by Damien Parer, ends with a teaser 
shot of a manuscript written by him 
but no promise that it will reveal the 

truth of his friendship with Archie 
Leach (alias Cary Grant).

PGHHHHSFFV. 

5 Flights Up     

The flights of the title are not a 
fancy but of the kind in New York 
apartment Woody Allen favours 
for locations.  Its owners Ruth and 
Alex (Diane Keaton and Morgan 
Freeman) face the dilemma of many 
in a rising property market: to sell 
or not to sell for a million bucks and 
look for a new place?

Director Richard Loncraine 
with scriptwriter Charlie Peters 
(working from Jill Ciment’s novel 
Heroic Measures) plays the emotional 
tension inherent in the dilemma 
a like a fiddler with a keen eye for 
leaks in the roof.

MHHHSFFV.

The Man from U.N.C.L.E.

 Director Guy Ritchie and his 
co-writer Lionel Wigram take the 
skeleton of the Sixties TV series, 
clean off the nostalgia cobwebs 
and make a stylish thriller of it.  
Henry Cavill plays Napoleon Solo 
(originally Robert Vaughn), Armie 
Hammer is Illya Kuryakin (originally 
David McCallum).  The charmer of 
the piece is Alicia Vikander as Gaby 
Teller, a motor mechanic, whose 
father Dr Teller is a nuclear engineer.

Object of their hyperactivity, 
starting in Cold War Berlin and 
moving to Rome is to secure a 
nuclear device from the clutches 
of Victoria Vinciguerra (Elizabeth 
Debicki), a tycoon as glamorous as 
she is ruthless.  

It has to be said that Hammer, an 
American playing a Russian, outdoes 
Cavill, an Englishman playing an 
American, the latter appearing to 
have taken his lessons from a cigar-
store Indian. Hugh Grant and Jared 
Harris make effective appearances as 
British and American spy chiefs. 

The ending suggests that 
Ritchie-Wigram may be aiming for 
a franchise with the longevity of 
Domino Pizzas.  

(Trivia pursuers will recall Teller 
as the name of the scientist, relied on 
by Lang Hancock for advice about 
re-landscaping Western Australia.  
Armie Hammer is a descendant of 
Armand Hammer whose business 
deals helped foster the nascent 
Soviet Union).  

 MHHHNFFV.

Mission Impossible:  
Rogue Nation 

This franchise thriller has lasted 
longer than the original TV series 
due mainly to the stardrive of Tom 
Cruise as Ethan Hunt, leader of 
Impossible Mission Force.  Simon 
Pegg comes on as Hunt’s geeky 
offsider and Alec Baldwin fumes 
along as a CIA chieftain angry at 
Hunt’s unorthodox methods.

Director-writer Chris McQuarrie 
casts Rebecca Ferguson as the 
mystery woman of the piece and 
adds sequences that test to the limit 
Cruise’s ability to do his own stunts 
while rolling his eyes (possibly at the 
tenets of Scientology).  

MHHHNFFV.

Holding the Man

Director Neil Armfield and 
scriptwriter Tommy Murphy worked 
from the latter’s stage play in turn 
based on Tim Conigrave’s death’s 
door memoir.  It concerns his love 
for his football star schoolmate, 
John Caleo, that endured beyond its 
beginning in 1976 at Xavier College, 
Melbourne.

As Caleo and Conigrave, Craig 
Stott and Ryan Corr give career-

Official 
Classifications key

G: for general exhibit ion; 
P G : p a r e n t a l  g u i d a n c e 
r e c o m m e n d e d  f o r 
persons under 15 years ; 
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mature audiences 15 years and 
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so dull?  And didn’t Shakespeare say 
something about the play being the 
thing?

MHHSFFV.

Southpaw

The line of actors who have 
played boxers is longer than a 
fleapit queue.  Only two count here:  
Wallace Beery who in 1931 won an 
Oscar for The Champ and Jon Voight 
who did not in the 1979 remake.

In both, the Beery and Voight 
characters fought to regain the 
respect of their sons (Jackie Cooper 
and Ricki Shroder).

Now director Antoine Fuqua and 
writer Kurt Sutter have come up 
with a variation: Jake Gyllenhaal 
muscling up as fallen champion 
Billy Hope to regain custody of his 
daughter, Leila (Oona Laurence) 
after his wife Maureen (Rachel 
McAdams) is killed.   

Antoine Fuqua, himself a boxer, 
catches the gory atmosphere of the 
fight game.  Billy’s workaday come-
back gym is run by Tick Willis 
(Forest Whitaker) who maintain 
strict rules (a crucifix hangs in his 
office).

And Fuqua sets the decisive bout 
not amid the neon-lit temples of 
Mammon in Las Vegas but in an old 
church, complete with stained-glass 
windows. 

Perhaps he should have avoided 
intercutting between Leila’s reaction 
shots and her father being punched 
silly: unnecessary and implausible; 
she is accompanied by her child-
protection officer (Naomi Harris). 

Can Gyllenhaal repeat Beery’s feat 
of an Oscar?  In his corner, he does 
have the Weinstein Brothers, brilliant 
seconds in Academy Award bouts.   

MA15+HHHNFFV.

We Are Your Friends 

Ambition drives director Max 
Joseph’s drama about a wild bunch 
seeking to get out of California’s 
low-rent San Fernando into Beverley 
Hills by way of the electronic-music 
scene. 

Their leader is DJ Cole Carter, 
played by Zac Efron with enough 
cool to keep the movie from turning 
jalopy-side when he creates a mind-
blowing piece where the decibel 
levels are set at prop forge levels.

Shakespeare’s play could not fail 
to be visually powerful.    Verbally, 
however, it is abysmal, its great 
set-piece speeches cut to lines that 
might serve a turn in a spaghetti 
western. 

Three writers get main credits, 
Shakespeare gets a sub-credit in the 
form of ‘inspired by’. 

In the title role Michael 
Fassbender is physically impressive 
but choked by the clunkiness of the 
redacted dialogue.  The same factor 
applies to Marion Cotillard as Lady 
Macbeth.

The original is reputed cursed in 
some fashion.  Director Justin Kurzel 
has made the curse work to the full. 

MA15+HHNFFV.

The Merchant of Venice  

Another filmed stage productions 
for simultaneous, multi-screen 
release, this one by the Royal 
Shakespeare Company.  Director 
Polly Findlay is faithful to 
Shakespeare’s text as written and 
Makram J Khoury is an impressive 
Shylock. 

Portia, however, as played by 
Patsy Ferran comes on with all 
the gravitas of runaway from St 
Trinian’s, so much so that her 
modern-dress costume should 
include a blazer.  

The most irritating aspects of 
these productions can be the way 
they are padded out: directors spout 
about their vision, backstage hands 
are interviewed about their area of 
expertise.  There may be a school-
exam value but does it have to be 

making performances, although 
neither may wish to be typecast. As 
Conigrave, Corr figures sans Caleo 
in a Turkish bath orgy, shot by 
Armfield with considerable amounts 
of discreet sweat. 

To his credit Armfield balances 
the orgy with Stott as Caleo dying of 
AIDS. 

Anthony LaPaglia and Guy Pearce 
enter and exit with powerful effect 
as respectively the fathers of Caleo 
and Conigrave.  Sarah Snook plays 
an actress friend of Conigrave and 
Caleo.  No shades of Jeanne Moreau 
in Jules et Jim. 

For a player of Snook’s 
scintillation, the part is dimly 
underwritten which raises a 
possibly unanswerable question: are 
homosexual relationships innately 
sexist one way or t’other ?  

Armfield ends with a Catholic 
requiem for Caleo in Melbourne. 
Conigrave’s death, also from AIDS, 
occurs less publicly soon after the 
completion of his memoir.     

Ironically the film is being 
promoted in the context of so-called 
marriage equality, a term not modish 
in the 1980s time of AIDS which 
continues. 

Neither Caleo’s nor Conigrave’s 
lives and deaths exemplify the 
idyllic metro model sketched by 
proponents of change.  

MA15+HHHNFFV.

Alex + Eve

Director Peter Andrikidis and 
playwright Alex Lycos throw a 
welcome romantic bridge over the 
chasm between Greek Orthodox 
Christians and Lebanese Muslims 
living in Sydney. 

Alex (Richard Branctisano) 
and Eve (Andrea Demetriades) 
are successful young professionals 
whose respective parents wish them 
to marry into their own communities, 
and take steps to ensure that they do 
so. 

Will Alex and Eve overcome or 
succumb as inter-family manoeuvres 
intensify amid Sydney’s carefree 
sparkle? 

MA15+HHHNFFV.

Macbeth 

Located in the Scottish 
Highlands, this version of William 

SOLUTION TO CRYPTIC CROSSWORD NO. 40
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The latest attempt is by novice 
director/screenwriters Chris Lofing 
and Travis Cluff whose scarey stuff 
turns on the anniversary re-enactment 
of a high school play in which the 
lead actor died mysteriously. 

Lofing-Cluff, and their cast 
Cassidy Gifford, Ryan Shoos, Reese 
Mishler and Pfeifer Brown, deal 
with the things that go bump in 
the night aided by the location, a 
dusty, cobwebbed theatre, ghostly 
flashbacks and the play’s costume 
resemblance to The Crucible by 
Arthur Miller.

 MHHNFFV.

Hope (Evangeline Lily) until she 
encounters Scott Lang (Rudd) a 
jailbird trying to fly straight.  

Worth seeing if only for Rudd 
mastering the skill of flying through 
a keyhole like a speeding bullet.  

PGHHHSFFV. 

The Gallows

The pseudo-documentary, The 
Blair Witch Project, has already 
recovered its minimal production 
costs a zillion times over.  
Predictably other film crews have 
tried to repeat the jackpot trick.

To complicate success, his mentor 
James Reed (Wes Bentley) has a 
girlfriend Sophie who becomes 
Cole’s object of desire. 

The fact that she is played by 
Emily Ratajkowsky who appeared 
in Entourage reinforces comparisons 
between the movies. 

Their shared lowest common 
denominator: despite outrageous, 
drug-fuelled post-modern behaviour 
an old-fashioned happy-ever-after 
ending is possible.  

MA15+HHNFFV.

Girlhood  
(Bande d Filles) 

The French title is better matched 
than the English to the action of 
writer/director Celine Sciamma’s 
drama about a group of Afro-French 
girls getting by in a Paris suburb 
dominated by their male relatives. 

Sciamma hooks attention with 
an opening sequence of girls, fully 
armoured playing American gridiron 
football, presumably symbolic of 
their potential. 

Among, the top players is Marieme 
(Karidja Toure), a brilliant find) 
whose brother Djibril (Cyril Mendy) 
tries to dominates her life.

Told she must go on to vocational 
rather than academic studies, 
Marieme falls in with a trio led by 
Lady (Assa Sylla), and in love with 
her brother’s friend played by Idrissa 
Diabate. 

In some ways Sciamma’s work is 
a wilder version of any number of 
American high-school movies.  As her 
theme song, she chooses the Rhianna 
hit, Diamonds, a more apt anthem 
would have been the Cyndi Lauper 
hit, Girls Just Wanna Have Fun.

MHHNFFV.

Ant-Man

After the run of so many giant 
supermanic comic book heroes, 
director Peyton Reed takes a deep 
breath and casts comedian Paul 
Rudd as the tiniest of them all. 

Michael Douglas plays the 
obligatory potty scientist, Dr Hank, 
who invents a miniaturisation suit 
villains try to grab for nefarious 
purposes including robbery but 
excluding tax-dodging.   

Dr Hank’s only hope is his 
daughter, appropriately named 

Never too late to Learn

THE CENTRAL problem of mediaeval culture was the relation of 
faith and reason, religion and philosophy, supernatural and natural 

knowledge. The so-called mediaeval synthesis, the cultural harmony and 
unity of the mediaeval world, depended on the solution of that problem. 
It was not solved by conferences, although in the middle ages something 
much better than conferences of this sort took place: patient, honest, 
forthright, hard thinking discussion.  Centuries of earnest disputation, 
despised by modern professors as logic-chopping and wordy dialectic, 
prepared the way, because in every case the disputants were seeking 
to agree about the truth, not to maintain their individuality by holding 
to a difference of opinion. When, after such preparation, the time was 
ripe, two men solved the problem by sheer intellectual mastery of every 
relevant truth: Moses Maimonides solved it for the Jewish community, 
and St. Thomas Aquinas for the Christian world. That later Jews and 
Christians did not sustain the solution, or even repudiated it, was part 
of the cultural tragedy which the modern era went through at its birth.  
The central problem of modern culture is more complicated, and much 
more difficult, than the mediaeval, because in our times science has 
become a distinct and important enterprise, both theoretically and 
practically. The modern synthesis, the harmony and unity of modern 
culture, will be achieved only when all the goodness of science can 
be praised without sacrificing any of the goodness in philosophy and 
religion, only when the truths of philosophy and religion can be integrally 
retained without losing any of the genuine advances in knowledge or 
production that science has contributed.  The modern synthesis must 
necessarily include the mediaeval solution, but it can do so only by 
carrying the mediaeval principles to a higher level of comprehension. 
In order that every cultural good shall be preserved to the fullness of its 
own unique value, each must be recognized precisely for what it is, and 
according to its distinctive character it must be ordered to the others. 
Since in the world of values, there is no order without hierarchy, science, 
philosophy and religion can never be harmonized so long as they are 
all asked to lie down together, but only when each is called upon to 
perform its proper function, whether that be to serve or to rule. The time 
is obviously not yet ripe for a modern solution. There are not enough 
scientists who understand the truths of philosophy and religion, nor 
enough philosophers and men of faith who are at home in the domain of 
science. Much work by representatives of all three disciplines is required 
to prepare the way for the modern analogue of Maimonides or Aquinas, 
perhaps even centuries of patient discussion and incisive disputation. 

— Mortimer Adler, ‘God and the Professors,’ Conference on Science,  
Philosophy and Religion (1941) 
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The Centrepiece of the 
Year of Consecrated 
Life rosary, is inspired 
by the Gospel passage 
“He said to them, 
Come after me, and I 
will make you fishers of 
men”. Matthew 4:19-
20. Peter, drops the nets 
and follows Him. 

The Cross of the rosary 
is inspired by the word 
“YES” in faithfulness 
to His Call and to His 
Mission. 

The different languages represent an answer to the Love 
that knows no boundaries. The centre of the Cross depicts 
The Annunciation where Mary answers “YES” and from that 
moment Mary’s faith receives new light. The heart is inspired 
by the words of St Augustine: “You have made us for yourself, 
and our heart is restless until it rests in you”.

Cameroon

A priest in the Andes 
annointing the sick

The Year of 

Consecrated 

Life rosary 

set will be 

sent out to 

all those who 

assist this 

cause and 

tick this box.
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Every day more than one million passengers travel on 2365 daily services  
over the 2080 kms of railway tracks around New South Wales.   

Among the one million passengers was Joe Meagher.

A WALK WITH THE EIGHT-O-FIVER
By Max Barrett

NE OF the secrets 
known  t o  Jo e 
Meagher and a 
small percentage 
of Sydney-siders 
was the charm of a 
stroll from Circular 

Quay to Mrs. Macquarie’s Chair: the 
bonus of yachts manoeuvring in the 
harbour with the grace of swans; 
a pleasant sun imparting a million 
mobile dimples to sparkling water. 
It was Meagher’s Mecca, his place of 
constant return. 

It was all lost on the anxious-
looking gentleman who stood in the 
vicinity of Circular Quay and who 
keep peering this way and that. At 
last he gave a start of recognition: 
his quarry approached: elderly, tall, 
smiling. It was the smile of “God’s 
in his heaven; all’s 
right with the 
world”.

The gent 
on sentry duty 
stepped forward. 
He spoke an 
apologetic ‘ahem’ 
into his hand 
and seemed 
uncertain how 
to proceed. The 
sheer kindness 
in the tall man’s 
eyes loosened 
the hesitant one’s 
tongue and he 
began: “You don’t 
know me …”

“Don’t know 
you!” Joe 
Meagher echoed 
r e p r o a c h f u l l y . 

“You have shared the 8.05 with me 
on many a fair morn and foul. Your 
preferred seat has generally been 
four rows behind me, near the dear 
lady whose scent has the aroma of a 
pungent fly-spray. Any frequenter of 
the 8.05 is a friend of mine.”

There was no need for further 
ahems. “I retired earlier this year. By 
the way, my name is Bruce Morris. 
I’ll be quite honest. I’ve come into 
the city a couple of times already, 
hoping to waylay you. You once 
mentioned that this walk along to 
Mrs. Macquarie’s Chair is one of 
your favourites.

“Did I mention that? Strange. 
Because I’m a very private person.”

Bruce kept a straight face; he 
wanted to get on with his own 
agenda. “I … ah …” He was on the 
verge of another ahem. Instead, he 
plunged in medias res: “I think you 
are a Catholic.”

Joe feigned a look of utter 
surprise. “Now, what on earth 
would make you think that?” Bruce 
came on in a surge of confidence, 

like one passing 
from a Dr. Watson to 
a Sherlock Holmes 
role. “Well, there 
was a morning 
you were holding 
your coat kind of 
awkwardly (no 
offence meant) and 
a string of beads 
fell out. Now of 
course they could 
have been worry 
beads; but our 
Eastern cousins 
don’t usually come 
equipped with blue 
eyes, and, well, 
dammit, you sound 
like a Catholic!

“That’s an 
odd thing for 
me to say,” Bruce 

FATHER MAX BARRETT is a 
Redemptorist priest who now 

resides in Sydney. This piece 
was the nineteenth in a popular 
series that we ran in Annals in 
2002, following the career of Joe 
Meagher over quite a few train 
rides. A number of readers have 
asked us to re-run the series. 
Annals is happy to do so and we 
hope that our new readers will 
enjoy Joe Meagher as much as 
we did when first we ran it. 

randOm thOughts On the train
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continued: ‘You sound like a 
Catholic’ – because, all my life, 
I’ve had minimal contact with 
people outside my own church. I 
attended a denominational school. 
I did teacher training at an institute 
conducted by our own church. I 
taught all my life at one of our own 
education centres. Consequently 
I’ve remained …”

“Uncontaminated,” Joe suggested.
“Uninformed,” Bruce came back. 

Both men’s eyes were twinkling. 
Bruce ploughed on. “The Catholic 
Church is under fire today. It is 
being mauled, on the receiving end 
of very unpleasant limelight, and … 
and, I’m not really sure why but it 
makes me angry, and anxious. I feel 
I am being attacked. Then a couple 
of weeks ago I had a brain-storm: 
have a yarn with Joe Meagher! You 
always give the impression of being 
completely unperturbed. You might 
be able to explain me to myself! 
You might be able to provide 
answers to questions I don’t know 
how to formulate.” Bruce Morris 
gulped relief at having said what he 
wanted to say.

Joe gazed at a decent man whom 
he was liking more and more by 
the minute. “Bruce, just around this 
bend there is a friendly bench … 
There we are. I find I need friendly 
benches these days.

“What you have said about 
the Catholic Church today is the 
straightforward, sad truth. The 
worst aspect of the current crisis 
is the betrayal within the Church, 
and the disharmony within. The 
hatred of the world – which Jesus 
predicted – feasts on these self-
inflicted wounds. And the imperial 
press of this post-Christian period 
pronounces a lofty sentence: 
Disappear. Join the Dodo. Stop 
the cant, the hypocrisy.  End the 
charade. Perish.

“I think I can understand, Bruce, 
that you would feel threatened; 
because, if Christ were to disappear 
in this large, sprawling Christ-fold, 
what would happen to the Christ in 
those other Christ allegiances?

“Right away, dear friend, I would 
like to thank you for your gracious 

assessment of me when you say 
that I ‘always give the impression 
of being completely unperturbed’. 
I’m afraid I have deceived you. In 
recent years I have done my share 
of bleeding. I was not prepared for 
the face of the domestic enemy.” 
Bruce Morris was momentarily 
unnerved  as he looked into the 
other man’s cornflower blue eyes 
and saw all the colour drain from 
them.

Joe noticed his companion’s 
concern and was quick to reassure 
him. “But now, all is well. I’ve got 
over my own small Gethsemane. I 
eventually recalled that the Church 
is a divine outfit. Its members 
can be shoddy, but its soul is the 
poured-out Spirit of Pentecost. 
It is permeated by the Christ who 
loves the Church and gave up his 
life for it and continues to give 
his abundant life and who said 
I am with you. Always. There is 
a constant, deadly contest being 
waged between the Church and the 
powers of evil. But the game is not 
played on a level playing-field! It can’t 
be level when God is on one side.

“There have been times in the 
Church’s history when Augean 
stables have had to be mucked 
out. That’s the situation again now.”  
There was a depth of feeling in 
Joe’s voice as he sang, very softly: 
Come back to me with all your heart 

… Long have I waited for your 
coming … 

“The scandal in some parts of 
the Western world will be put 
right, will be atoned for. I speak 
like a one-eyed Catholic, Bruce. But 
what I know by faith is something 
that has been acknowledged by 
observers from the outside. Thomas 
Macaulay devoted a life-time to the 
study of history, and his ultimate 
reflection was: ‘The Catholic 
Church … saw the commencement 
of all the governments and of all 
the ecclesiastical establishments 
that now exist in the world; and 
we feel no assurance that she is not 
destined to see the end of them 
all. She was great and respected 
before the Saxon had set foot on 
Britain … And she may still exist 
in undiminished vigour when some 
traveller from New Zealand shall, in 
the midst of a vast solitude, take his 
stand on a broken arch of London 
Bridge to sketch the ruins of St. 
Paul’s.’

“And talking of broken arches, 
Bruce, you might let me lean on 
your shoulder. Time I headed for 
home. Thank heaven there is an 
escalator on Circular Quay Station. 
Thank God there is a Bruce Morris 
at my side.”

Next month: ‘Joe and the Really Real’

The Way of Allah

NOT ONLY had Mohammed established a new social 
order in the cities of the Hijaz [in the west of present day 

Saudi Arabia Ed.], but in doing so he had also called up forces 
which, even after his death, were to determine the fate of the 
Mohammedan community. Once during the early Medina period, 
the Prophet had allowed his adherents to use force against those 
who offended them  in Mecca – this had been forbidden – and 
soon afterwards there had appeared the command to fight the 
unbelievers. To fight or ‘strive’ in the Way of Allah became a 
duty and a characteristic of the believers (see e.g. Sura 4:76). 
The Arabic word for this ‘striving’ is jihad, and it has become the 
technical term for what is also called the ‘Holy War’. It was, after 
all, through fighting that Mecca had finally been subjugated and 
its inhabitants turned into Muslims.

— J. H. Kramers, ‘In the Shadow of Allah,’ in Analecta Orientalia of J. H. Kramers, Brill, 
Leiden,1956, pp.228-229.
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